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1. Institutional Overview  

Universidad Ana G. Méndez, Carolina Campus (UAGM-CC) is a private, non-profit, non-

sectarian, higher education institution registered under the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico and the U.S. Federal Government, with a wide range of academic offerings from certificates 

to master’s degrees. UAGM-CC evolved from a two-year college, Puerto Rico Junior College 

(PRJC), established in 1949. In 1992, PRJC grew into a four-year institution and changed its name 

to Colegio Universitario del Este (CUE). In 2001, after expanding its academic offerings to include 

master’s degree programs, the institution changed its name to Universidad del Este (UNE).  In 

2019, all academic institutions under the Sistema Universitario Ana G. Méndez (SUAGM) 

umbrella (Universidad del Este, Universidad Metropolitana, and Universidad del Turabo) changed 

their names to Universidad Ana G. Méndez, and what used to be UNE became UAGM-CC. The 

institution has been fully accredited by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education 

(MSCHE) since 1959.  

UAGM has three campuses: UAGM-CC, UAGM Gurabo Campus, and UAGM Cupey 

Campus.  UAGM is one of the largest private universities in Puerto Rico.   It is considered a 

Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) given its location, history, and market area. SUAGM's Central 

Administration offices are in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and share their physical facilities with UAGM 

Cupey Campus. UAGM-CC is in the Carolina municipality, a highly developed city in the 

northeastern metropolitan region, located east of San Juan. In addition to the main campus, 

UAGM-CC has three (3) additional locations within the Island: UAGM Cabo Rojo, UAGM 

Barceloneta, and UAGM Santa Isabel; and four (4) branch campuses in the United States: one (1) 

in Texas (Dallas), and three (3) in Florida (Metro Orlando, Tampa Bay, and South Florida). Figure 
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1-1 shows the distribution of SUAGM's campuses and additional locations, and Figure 1-2 shows 

UAGM-CC's additional locations within Puerto Rico.  

Figure 1-1 
SUAGM Institutions 

 

Figure 1-2 
UAGM-CC and Additional Locations Within Puerto Rico 

 

 

 

 

 

The administrative organization is delineated in the SUAGM Bylaws. The President is the 

chief executive officer of the organization and reports to SUAGM's Board of Directors.  All SUAGM 

institutions benefit from the support services and resources of SUAGM's Central Administration 

in academic, administrative, and financial management.  This includes support in the areas of 

academic affairs, financial affairs, planning and institutional effectiveness, student affairs and 
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marketing, administrative affairs, human resources, information technologies (IT), and 

international affairs.   

The Vice-Chancellor of UAGM-CC is the campus' chief executive officer and receives direct 

support from his academic and administrative staff. Together, they are responsible for on campus 

and off-campus operations.  The institution has academic autonomy in establishing and revising 

its individual mission and academic programs, under the oversight of SUAGM's Board of 

Directors. Figure 1-3 below presents UAGM-CC upper leadership’s organizational chart.  

Figure 1-3 
UAGM-CC Upper Leadership Organizational Chart 
(the organizational chart is currently under revision) 
 

 

In its mission to achieve academic excellence and to adapt to the continuous external 

changes, UAGM-CC has reviewed its processes, revised its academic offerings, implemented 

administrative changes for the continuous evolution of the institution. Additionally, UAGM-CC 

has received new specialized accreditations and reaccreditations including: Accreditation 

Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN), Council for the Accreditation of Educator 

Preparation (CAEP), Council on Social Work Education Commission (CSWE), Accreditation Council 

for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 

(ABET), American Culinary Federation Education Foundation, Inc. Accrediting Commission 

(ACFEF-AC), and Accreditation Commission for Programs in Hospitality Administration (ACPHA).  
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Figure 1-4 below presents a brief timeline of some institutional milestones since the last MSCHE 

reaccreditation process in 2015.      

Figure 1-4 
UAGM-CC Institutional Milestones 

 

UAGM-CC dedicates its academic work and services to promoting learning, respect for 

diversity, and social justice. Its mission is to develop responsible and solidary citizens, capable of 

contributing to sustainable development through a social-humanist education of excellence that 

values research, internationalization, entrepreneurship, technology, culture, and commitment to 

the community.  This is fulfilled by offering students an atmosphere of respect, academic freedom, 

and intellectual challenge, in addition to the necessary resources to help them develop high 

cultural and ethical values, critical thinking, intellectual curiosity, language and technological 

skills, as well as the personal and professional skills required for success in their professions and 

daily lives. The UAGM and UAGM-CC mission elements and the institutional goals are aligned in 

Table 1-1 below: 
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Table 1-1 
Mission Elements and Institutional Goals 

Mission Elements Institutional Goals 
Teaching Quality  
Education of Excellence 

Provide a competency-focused education of excellence that fosters 
quality of teaching and research, integration of technology, and 
commitment to community service. 

Academic Programs 
Sustainable Development 

Offer innovative educational programs at the postsecondary, 
undergraduate, graduate, and continuing education levels, through 
different modalities that respond to the interests and needs of the local 
and global community. 

Research 
Research 
 

Stimulate and promote research for the creation of knowledge, to foster 
innovation, and to contribute to our socio-economic development. 

Innovation 
Technology 
 

Promote innovation and creativity in processes, and in academic 
programs and services, focused on quality and excellence. 

Entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurship 
 

Promote a culture of entrepreneurship to strengthen individual, 
institutional, and community development. 

Student Services 
Diversity, Respect, Social Justice 
 

Offer quality and excellent services to a diverse student population, to 
promote the achievement of students' academic and personal goals. 

Internationalization 
Solidary Citizens 
 

Promote comprehensive internationalization for the formation of global 
citizens. 

Institutional Effectiveness 
Sustainable Development 
 
 
Culture and Commitment to the 
Community 
 

Promote and maintain institutional effectiveness and efficiency through 
a healthy fiscal and academic administration, for the permanence and 
future development of the organization. 
 
Promote the integration of the UAGM with the communities it serves, 
to contribute to the development and socioeconomic strengthening of 
their environment and with the quality of life of all its constituents. 
 

Legend: UAGM Elements  |  UAGM-CC Elements 
Source:  Postulates for the elaboration of the UAGM Strategic Development Guidelines 2021-2024 (see 
document) 

 

Due to a severe decrease in the local university market, between 2013 and 2017 the 

SUAGM institutions (now UAGM campuses), as well as the rest of the higher education 

institutions in Puerto Rico, experienced a period of enrollment reduction. During that period 

Puerto Rico lost approximately 33,000 students due to demographic reduction, the decrease in 

high school graduates, migration, and the ongoing economic recession, among other reasons. 

The situation was aggravated by the effects of Hurricanes Irma and María in September 2017, 

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EVkrYrgathJPtjhMJTFFJCYBVA3ZZntJeimNHUwK5GWaAw?e=BHOG0V
https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EVkrYrgathJPtjhMJTFFJCYBVA3ZZntJeimNHUwK5GWaAw?e=BHOG0V
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earthquakes in January 2020, and the COVID-19 global pandemic. Between 2015 and 2017, 

UAGM (not including the branch campuses in continental USA) already reflected a 4% decrease 

per year in enrollment due to demographic factors. Between 2017 and 2018, as a direct result of 

Hurricane María, UAGM lost an additional 3,700 students (-10%). This loss was reduced to -5% in 

August 2019 because of returning students. It should be noted that, between 2015 and 2019, 

UAGM enrollment reflected the same percentage change as the population in the 15-19 age 

group in Puerto Rico. The following figure presents these changes from year 2015 through 2020. 

Data for years 2020-2022 is not yet available. 

Figure 1-5 
Changes in Enrollment 

 

Since its origins, over 70 years ago, SUAGM experienced great development and growth 

with the creation of new institutions, different units, and diverse academic offerings that came 

as the result of the institution’s internal development process and the growth of the higher 

education market on the Island. This development resulted in a complex academic and 

administrative organization. This complexity and all the factors that have impacted UAGM’s 
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institutional enrollment in the past decade led to the academic integration of the institutions that 

began in 2017.  

On February 26, 2021, the Puerto Rico Board of Postsecondary Institutions (Junta de 

Instituciones Postsecundarias – JIP), entity that authorizes the operation of post-secondary 

institutions and their academic programs in Puerto Rico, officially approved the institutional 

academic integration of Universidad Ana G. Méndez (UAGM), including all its campuses, 

additional locations, programs, and students under one (1) single license. As stated in JIP’s 

certification #2021-091, the period for the license started on May 25, 2021, and is due for 

renovation on November 29, 2025. This strategic and comprehensive project began in 2017 and 

followed the model of an academic and student services integration, geared to achieve a more 

effective and efficient institution that would meet the needs and aspirations of our diverse 

student body. Thanks to the hard work and commitment of hundreds of faculty members, deans, 

associates, and students, UAGM achieved the integration of its former universities as coherent 

campuses under one institution, with one integrated catalog, one general education component, 

and one set of academic, and student policies. One of the main aspects of this integration 

includes the preservation of our three (3) individual campuses (UAGM Gurabo Campus, UAGM 

Cupey Campus, and UAGM-CC) under their respective vice-chancellors (CEO’s), the revision of 

local governance bodies and structures, and the reinforcement of the roles of the central 

academic and student services offices, among others. None of these changes alter the leadership 

role of the President under the firm guidance and oversight of the Board of Directors. 

Uniqueness of UAGM Carolina Campus 

To understand the uniqueness of UAGM-CC it is important to know the reasons that provoked 

its creation back in 1949. UAGM-CC evolved from a two-years college, Puerto Rico Junior College 
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(PRJC), which was created to serve a population of students that came mainly from underserved 

neighborhoods, with inadequate education, and wanted to develop a career even when their 

academic performance level was not enough to be admitted at four-years institutions. Though 

UAGM-CC underwent significant changes through the years, it still serves a population with high 

poverty levels, that enter the university underprepared and in need of greater academic and 

personal support than their counterparts at other UAGM campuses. 

UAGM-CC is in Carolina, a city close to San Juan and the international airport but with less 

economic resources than other metropolitan cities in the island. If compared with other UAGM 

campuses, UAGM-CC is a more compact campus located in an economic and socially 

disadvantaged community. Most of its students come from low-income families, are forced to 

work, at least part-time, and deal with transportation issues which allows them less time to 

dedicate to their academic development. To better serve its unique population, UAGM-CC have 

developed a nurturing and relax culture more focused on teaching, learning, and student support 

services.  

Though there is some diversity, most of the students at UAGM-CC were born and raised in 

the island, are not fluent in English, come to the university right out of high school from 

underserved communities for what the campus population tends to be much more 

homogeneous than the student population in the US Branch Campuses. The campus and 

locations in Puerto Rico also have broader academic offerings, and count with significantly more 

full-time faculty members that teach mainly in Spanish. 

Main Programs of Study and Description of Student Populations 

The academic experience is supported by modern technologies applied to teaching, 

learning, and the assessment process.  UAGM-CC's distinctive institutional features are marked 
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by a commitment to academic excellence, support of the student’s academic experience, and the 

creation of opportunities to facilitate the personal and professional growth of students and 

faculty, promote undergraduate and graduate research, and local and international internship 

opportunities for students and faculty.    

Currently, UAGM-CC has six (6) academic divisions: the Business, Tourism, and 

Entrepreneurship division, the Engineering, Design and Architecture division, the Health Sciences 

division, the Liberal Arts division, the Professional and Technical Studies division, and the Sciences 

and Technology division. As of August 2021, the total enrollment in 137 distinct programs (Table 

1-2) was 6,604. These are distributed between the Main Campus, the three (3) additional 

locations within the Island (Cabo Rojo, Barceloneta, and Santa Isabel), and the four branch 

campuses in the states of Florida and Texas (Orlando, Miami, Tampa Bay, and Dallas). Most of 

these students are enrolled in programs in the areas of liberal arts, business, and health sciences.  

Table 1-3 shows programs with the highest demand, campus wide, as of August 2021. 

Table 1-2 
Number of Programs by Academic Level and Location 

 
Location 

 
Technical 

Certif. 

 
Associates 

 
Bachelors 

 
Masters 

Total 
programs by 

location 
Carolina Campus 7 13 33 15 68 
Barceloneta 4 4 10 5 23 
Santa Isabel 4 1 6 4 15 
Cabo Rojo 4 4 8 5 21 
Branches (FL &TX) 0 1 5 4 10 
     137 
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Table 1-3 
Programs with Highest Demand 

 ACADEMIC PROGRAMS WITH  
HIGHEST DEMAND 

Puerto Rico US Branches 

Undergraduate 
Program Name Program Name 

BA Criminal Justice – 533 (10%) BA Psychology – 164 (56%) 

BBA Management – 406 (8%) AD Pharmacy Tech – 54 (19%) 

BS Nursing – 392 (8%) BA Health Services Mgt – 34 (12%) 

Graduate 
Program Name Program Name 

MA Clinical Social Work – 374 (40%) MA Clinical Social Work – 148 (83%) 

MA Health Services Mgt – 115 (12%) MA Health Services Mgt – 24 (13%) 

 

According to UAGM’s Associate Vice Presidency of Strategic Planning and Institutional 

Effectiveness as of August 2021, there was a total enrollment of 5,495 undergraduate students 

and 1,109 graduate students for a total enrollment of 6,604 students. In the Carolina campus and 

additional locations in Puerto Rico, 90% of students are undergraduate, 65% are female, 35% are 

male, with an average age of 26 years old. In the US branch campuses, 62% of students are 

undergraduate, 88% are female, 12% are male, with an average age of 37 years old. Sixty seven 

percent (67%) are full time students.  UAGM-CC is considered a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI), 

not only because it is mainly located in Puerto Rico, but also because it has branches in US cities 

with a large Hispanic population. Although there is great diversity within Hispanic communities, 

100% of students identify themselves as Hispanic without providing other distinct classifications 

in terms of race and origin. In economic terms, undergraduate students on the island have a level 

of dependency of 65%, while in the US branches it is 18%. The average annual income for 

undergraduate and graduate students is $25,998 in PR and $34,175 in the US. The percentage of 

first-generation students in the PR campus comprises 30% of the student population. In contrast, 
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50% of students in US branch campuses are first-generation. Table 1-4 below presents UAGM-CC 

students demographic data segregated by location (Puerto Rico and US branch campuses).  

Table 1-4 
UAGM-CC Students Profile 2021-2022 

 
CRITERIA 

UAGM-CC AND ADDITIONAL 
LOCATIONS (PR) 

UAGM-CC 
US BRANCH CAMPUSES 

Total Enrollment 6,135 469 

 Undergraduate Graduate Undergraduate Graduate 

 5,495 1,109 291 178 

Ethnicity 100% Hispanic 100% Hispanic 

Sex Female Male Female Male 

 65% 35% 88% 12% 

Average age 26-year-old  37-year-old 
Average student 
annual income 

$26,528 

Undergraduate 

$30,647 

Undergraduate 

 $25,467 

Graduate 

$37,703 

Graduate 
Enrollment status FT PT FT PT 

 67% 33% 67% 33% 

Pell Grant recipients 83%  66% 

Student loans 
recipients 

Undergraduate Graduate Undergraduate Graduate 

24% 87% 81% 85% 

Academic index 3.13  - 

Dependency level 
(Undergraduate) 

65% 

Dependent 

 18% 

Dependent 

First generation 30%  50% 

 

UAGM-CC provides services to international students which represent less than 1% of the 

student population in Puerto Rico and approximately 6% in the U.S. Branch Campuses. Although 

most of the students in the Carolina Campus and its additional locations are Puerto Rican, there 

is a diversity of nationalities, including students from France, Dominican Republic, Colombia, and 

Brazil, among others. The international students are full-time students enrolled in a program of 
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study leading to a degree who hold non-immigrant F1 Visa.  Another category to consider is the 

full-time international students who hold non-immigrant J1 Visa. These international students 

are admitted through the UAGM-CC Student Exchange Program.  The program of study and 

credits earned are transferred to their home institution and lead towards a degree.  

The next section includes a discussion of the processes that led to the selection of the 

institutional priorities that will guide the self-study. These priorities were consulted with the 

university community and are consistent with the changes that have taken place in the last few 

years to adapt to the challenging circumstances UAGM and Puerto Rico have gone through. Each 

Self-Study Workgroup will address the priorities associated with their assigned Accreditation 

Standard. 

2. Institutional Priorities to be Addressed in the Self-Study 

On March 1, 2020, the UAGM Board of Directors approved the new Universidad Ana G. 

Méndez Strategic Development Guidelines 2021-2024.  Accordingly, the Chancellor of UAGM-CC 

at the time, convened the Strategic Planning & Development Committee to lead a campus-wide 

inclusive consultation process to re-examine and refresh its strategic direction and develop new 

goals and guidelines for the institution’s three-year Strategic Guidelines 2021-2024 (see 

guidelines). After continuous discussions, analyses, and contributions of all campus 

constituencies between March and June 2021, the UAGM-CC Strategic Development Guidelines 

2021-2024 were presented to UAGM-CC’s governing bodies. These guidelines presented 

strategies that highlight UAGM’s eight (8) strategic development vectors. 

In November 2021, UAGM-CC’s MSCHE Self-Study Executive Committee came up with 8 

possible priorities, one for each strategic development vector, based on UAGM-CC Strategic 

Guidelines. These priorities were presented to the Institutional Effectiveness Committee (CEI, 

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EaQ4d9nhI2ZBtCdkJ76Q7bEB4GsShpj7LVxnExdWk2qgCA?e=SDuhrw
https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EaQ4d9nhI2ZBtCdkJ76Q7bEB4GsShpj7LVxnExdWk2qgCA?e=SDuhrw
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Spanish acronym) with the idea of narrowing down the list, but the CEI decided to include all 8 

priorities in the university community consultation process. Three (3) surveys were designed by 

UAGM-CC's Assessment Division, validated, and administered to UAGM-CC community on the 

main campus, as well as additional locations and Branch Campuses, between January and 

February 2022.  The surveys were sent through Blackboard to 5,889 active students and through 

email to 11 corporate officials and 1,000 associates including regular and adjunct faculty. Surveys 

explored the priorities that UAGM-CC community assigned to the quality and effectiveness of 

processes and services in the campus. All constituents of the UAGM-CC participated in the 

consultation process, with a 24% response rate from students, a 24% response rate from 

associates and faculty, and a 55% response rate from corporate officials (see official report). The 

following sections summarize the results of the campus-wide consultation process along with the 

top three (3) priorities and their corresponding guiding premises identified by UAGM-CC 

constituencies.  

UAGM-CC Planning Committee: Strategic Development Guidelines 2021-2024  

Table 2-1 summarizes the strategic goals used as the basis for the development of the 8 

priorities presented in the consultation surveys, aligned with UAGM’s eight (8) strategic 

development vectors for the next three years.  These strategic goals are the building blocks upon 

which the university community agreed to move forward in compliance with its mission and 

goals, and commitment to excellence.      

 
 
 
  

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EcFblfrVoZpDv01eNp99oMkB27qrKzFlLH0W3lZot3uObQ?e=qoLa3U
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Table 2-1 
UAGM-CC Strategic Goals 2021-2024 by UAGM Vectors 

Strategic Goals Vector 1: Academy 
1. Promote the offer of new face-to-face or hybrid academic programs within a constructivist dimension of 

learning that responds to the interests and needs of a society oriented to service, technology, 
internationalization, and research. 

2. Maintain an updated and varied academic offer, in harmony with the needs of the local and international 
market. 

3. Promote innovation through the incorporation of technology in the learning and teaching processes 
considering the needs of the modern learner. 

4. Strengthen the Institutional Retention Model (MRI) in all its dimensions.                
5. Provide an education of excellence that develops students’ competencies that allow them to make 

positive contributions to their environment both locally and globally.  
6. Maintain the existence of a teaching staff that responds to levels of excellence in all modalities.   

                                                    
Strategic Goals Vector 2: Research 

1. Strengthen our institution’s capacity for the sustained development of research projects and activities, 
and creative work and innovation for the socio-economic well-being of Puerto Rico and its surroundings. 

Strategic Goals Vector 3: Student Service and Development 
1. Achieve an adequate enrollment level to maintain a fiscally viable operation.                
2. Provide academic, occupational, professional, and quality of life support services aimed at the integral 

formation of our students and the achievement of their academic goals. 
3. Evaluate and review the parameters and guidelines for care and integrated services to international 

students. 
                                                                                                             

Strategic Goals Vector 4: Public Service 
1. Promote the integration of UAGM with the communities it serves to contribute to the development and 

socio-economic strengthening of its environment and to the quality of life of those who form it.        
                                                                                                                           

Strategic Goals Vector 5: Human Resources and Organizational Development 
1. Implement and maintain UAGM’s new organizational structure in accordance with our institutional 

operations. 
2. Maintain trained human resources that respond to levels of excellence and organizational effectiveness. 
3. Develop and implement a plan for the induction and retention of human resources to promote 

commitment with the organization.                                                     
4. Establish policies, rules, and procedures that contribute to sound administration, efficacy, and 

effectiveness. 
5. Develop and implement strategies to promote the safety and well-being of the university community. 
6. Highlight UAGM as an institution of academic excellence through positioning and public relations 

strategies. 
 

Strategic Goals Vector 6: Physical and Technological Infrastructure 
1. Strengthen the core processes with the incorporation of technology for greater efficacy and 

effectiveness of the UAGM. 
2. Develop and implement a plan to strengthen the physical infrastructure in accordance with the 

development of the UAGM. 
 
Strategic Vector 7: Fiscal Strengthening 

1. Identify and develop new business alternatives, proposals for sponsored programs, and non-tuition-
related revenue streams for institutional development in the academic, student, and infrastructure 
areas. 

2. Identify and implement strategies that contribute to the efficient and effective use of fiscal resources. 
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Strategic Goals Vector 8: Quality and Effectiveness 
1. Meet high standards of quality and effectiveness by reaching and reaffirming regional and specialized 

accreditations and complying with our regulatory and licensing commitments. 
2. Standardize and implement compliance processes to ensure quality and effectiveness of academic, 

administrative, and student services. 
3. Develop and implement the accountability structure and a culture of evidence to measure the 

effectiveness of UAGM operations. 
Source:  Strategic Development Guides 2021-2024, UAGM-CC presented to the Administrative Council, June 23, 
2021 (see document) 

Alignment of Accreditation Standards with UAGM-CC Priorities 

The campus-wide Self-Study Priorities Survey showed a clear alignment between MSCHE 

Accreditation Standards and UAGM-CC's identified institutional priorities.  Responding to the 

selected standards-based approach, workgroups will focus exclusively on the assigned Standard 

through reviewing compliance with its corresponding criteria. The Executive Committee 

reviewed the elements embedded in the campus-wide top three (3) priorities and aligned them 

to each standard. Workgroups will address these priorities in the light of their standards when 

appropriate.  The Steering Committee will review the recommendations received from 

workgroups chairs and will present and discuss them with the Self-Study Executive Committee. 

Finally, the recommendations that will be included in the final Self-Study will be approved by 

UAGM-CC's Vice-Chancellor in consultation with the UAGM President.  

The Campus-wide top three (3) priorities identified are listed below: 

1. Academy - provide an innovative and excellent academic experience that supports 

the student in the development of the skills necessary to make positive 

contributions to the social, economic, and political environment at the local and 

global levels. 

2. Student Service and Development - provide occupational, professional, and quality 

of life support services aimed at the comprehensive training of local and international 

students. 

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EaQ4d9nhI2ZBtCdkJ76Q7bEB4GsShpj7LVxnExdWk2qgCA?e=SDuhrw
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3. Financial Sustainability and Effective Allocation of Resources - implement innovative 

strategies to achieve the financial sustainability of the UAGM-CC. 

Table 2-2 presents predominant priorities across each Accreditation Standard highlighted 

in bold and identified with a P; whereas shared priorities are identified in italic with an S.  To 

avoid duplication of work and effort, workgroups will focus exclusively on the assigned Standard 

through reviewing compliance with its corresponding criteria.   

Table 2-2 
Alignment of Accreditation Standards with UAGM-CC Campus-wide Self Study Priorities  
 

ALIGNMENT OF ACCREDITATION STANDARDS AND  
TOP THREE (3) SELF-STUDY PRIORITIES 

TOP THREE (3)  
PRIORITIES  

 
 

Accreditation Standards 
Predominant Priorities 

1 2 3 

Standard I Mission and Goals  S S P 

Standard II Ethics and Integrity S P S 

Standard III Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience P P S 

Standard IV Support of the Student Experience S P S 

Standard V Educational Effectiveness Assessment P S P 

Standard VI Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement S S P 

Standard VII Governance, Leadership and Administration S S P 

Legend: P=Predominant Among Standards; S=Shared Among Standards 

Source:  UAGM-CC Self-study Priorities and UAGM-CC campus-wide Self-study Priorities Survey Results, 
               February 2022.  

 
Workgroups will also use the UAGM strategic development vectors and UAGM-CC 

Strategic Development Goals 2021-2024 to guide their research.   

Table 2-3 summarizes the alignment between Self-Study Workgroups, UAGM-CC Mission, 

UAGM Strategic Development Vectors, and UAGM-CC identified priorities.  UAGM-CC strategic 

goals were previously listed in Table 2-1.  

 
 
  

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EQc4Q9jpuVhOuTvnNR1-peYB3cLxr-auGgVG--GcyBtOaw?e=KFHKCY
https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EcFblfrVoZpDv01eNp99oMkB27qrKzFlLH0W3lZot3uObQ?e=hpALsK
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Table 2-3 
Alignment of Workgroups, Campus Mission, and UAGM Strategic Development Vectors with 
UAGM-CC Self-Study Priorities 
 

ALIGNMENT OF WORKGROUPS, CAMPUS MISSION, AND CAMPUS STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT 
VECTORS WITH UAGM-CC SELF-STUDY PRIORITIES 

UAGM-CC  
SELF-STUDY PRIORITIES  
P1 P2 P3 

Workgroups Alignment with UAGM-CC Self-Study Priorities 
Mission and Goals Workgroup   X 
Ethics and Integrity Workgroup   X  
Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience Workgroup X X  
Support of the Student Experience Workgroup  X  
Educational Effectiveness Assessment Workgroup X  X 
Planning, Resources and Institutional Improvement Workgroup   X 
Governance, Leadership and Administration Workgroup   X 

UAGM-CC MISSION ELEMENTS ALIGNMENT WITH UAGM-CC SELF-STUDY PRIORITIES 
UAGM-CC Mission Elements P1 P2 P3 

Teaching Quality X X X 
Academic Programs X  X 
Research X  X 
Innovation X X X 
Entrepreneurship X X X 
Student Service  X X 
Internationalization X X X 
Institutional Effectiveness X X X 
Social Responsibility & Community Engagement X X  

UAGM STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT VECTORS ALIGNMENT WITH UAGM-CC SELF-STUDY PRIORITIES 

UAGM Strategic Development Vectors P1 P2 P3 
Academy X  X 
Research X  X 
Student Service and Development  X X 
Public Service X X X 
Human Resources and Organizational Development X  X 
Physical and Technological Infrastructure X X X 
Fiscal Strengthening X  X 
Source:  UAGM-CC Self-Study Priorities and UAGM-CC Self-Study Priorities Survey Results, February 2022, and 
UAGM-CC Strategic Development Guidelines 2021-2024.  

3. Intended Outcomes of the Self-Study 

As part of this self-study process, the institution plans to conduct an in-depth study of its 

processes, policies, and services to achieve the following broad outcomes: 

1. Demonstrate how Universidad Ana G. Mendez Carolina Campus meets Middle 
States Standards for Accreditation, Requirements of Affiliation, and federal 
compliance mandates, thereby leading to reaccreditation.  

2. Focus on continuous improvement in the attainment of the institution’s mission 
and in meeting its institutional priorities. 

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EQc4Q9jpuVhOuTvnNR1-peYB3cLxr-auGgVG--GcyBtOaw?e=KFHKCY
https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EcFblfrVoZpDv01eNp99oMkB27qrKzFlLH0W3lZot3uObQ?e=hpALsK
https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EVMEOAPsLnRImFHZOgxKo4cBz4zn2AKZcsy2GgUa1pnjCw?e=Z7Hihs
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3. Engage the institutional community in an inclusive and transparent self-appraisal 
process that actively and deliberately seeks to involve members from all areas of 
the institutional community. 

4. Explain how the transition from former Universidad del Este (UNE) to the UAGM’s 
unified academic and student services model has helped simplify processes, and 
eliminate duplicity, hence resulting in a more efficient operation. 

5. Evidence how UAGM's technological infrastructure and the adaptation provoked by 
the COVID-19 pandemic have had a positive impact on both academic and 
institutional effectiveness and improvement. 

 

4. Self-Study Approach 

☒ Standards-Based Approach 

☐ Priorities-Based Approach 

A standards-based approach will be used to organize the self-study reporting process. 

This approach will help the institution become familiar with the new structure of the MSCHE 

Standards and clearly address all criteria. This process equally engages all workgroups organized 

by standard both in the self-study and in the preparation of the final report. 

5. Organizational Structure of the Steering Committee and Workgroups 

The work of the Self-Study is organized and will be overseen by a Steering Committee, 

which will provide systematic updates to the UAGM-CC Vice-Chancellor, the Executive 

Committee, President, Vice-Presidents, and the Board of Directors. Figure 5-1 outlines UAGM-CC 

Self-Study organizational structure.  
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Figure 5-1 
UAGM-CC Self-Study Organizational Structure 

 

 

Executive Committee Structure  

The Self-Study Executive Committee includes a diverse membership drawn from the 

UAGM-CC and UAGM Central Office.  Table 5-1 outlines the structure of the UAGM-CC Self-Study 

Executive Committee. 
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Table 5-1 
UAGM-CC Self-Study Executive Committee Structure 

 

Charge to the Steering Committee  

The Steering Committee will guide and collaborate with eight (8) workgroups. The 

workgroups represent each one of the accreditation standards (1-7) with one (1) additional, 

workgroup that will support communications efforts. The role of the Steering Committee is to 

provide guidance and clarity to all workgroups during the self-study process. Table 5-2 presents 

the specific charges of the Steering Committee. 

 

 

  

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBERS Dr. Anthony Rivera, Vice-Chancellor

Dr. Philip Murray, Academic Dean, and Co-Chair Steering Committee

Dr. Zoe Santiago-Font, Faculty, and Chair Steering Committee

Prof. Sandra González, Faculty, Licensing and Accreditation Director, ALO

Dr. Claribette Rodríguez, Associate VP Licensing and Accreditation
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Table 5-2 
UAGM-CC Steering Committee Specific Charges    

 
 
Table 5-3 below outlines UAGM-CC Self-Study Steering Committee structure. 
 
 
 
  

STEERING COMMITTEE
SPECIFIC CHARGES

Review and approve the UAGM-CC Self-Study Design, timeline, and communications
plan, and engage the campus community in the self-study process.

Coordinate communication between the working groups to avoid redundancies and
overlaps in the scope of the work that each group undertakes.

Maintain the common Evidence Inventory repository housed in the MSCHE UAGM-CC
SharePoint and ensure that all groups have access.

Establish and implement an agenda of regular meetings, reporting, and evidence
submission deadlines for the working groups.

Provide working groups with guidelines, templates, and timely feedback to guarantee
that the criteria of the assigned standards are fully addressed and supported by
evidence.

Facilitate conversations about overlaps among the working groups as they begin to
examine areas of success, areas needing improvement, innovations, and gaps in the
documentation required to conduct the inquiry.

Inform the working groups and the campus community about the UAGM-CC self-
study institutional priorities and its relationship with MSCHE accreditation Standards
and Requirements of Affiliation.
Provide working groups with guidance as they submit their reports to make sure that
any relevant issues from the 2015 Self-Study and the 2019 Monitoring Report; and
integrate the sections of the Self-Study Report
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Table 5-3 
Self-Study Steering Committee Structure 
 

STEERING COMMITTEE STRUCTURE Dr. Zoe Santiago-Font, Chair 

  Prof. Sandra González, ALO 

  Dr. Philip Murray, Academic Dean and Co-Chair 

  Dr. Claribette Rodríguez, Adviser 

  STANDARD I: MISSION AND GOALS 

  Dr. Esther Rubio, Chair 

  Dr. Marcos Vélez, Co-Chair 

  STANDARD II: ETHICS & INTEGRITY 

  Dr. Rafael Rivera, Chair 

  Dr. Griselia Cruz, Co-Chair 

  STANDARD III: STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

  Prof. Sandra González, Chair 

  Dr. Sylvia Esquilín, Co-Chair 

  STANDARD IV: SUPPORT TO THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

  Dr. Gisela Negrón, Chair 

  Ms. Diana Colón, Co-Chair 

  STANDARD V: EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT 

  Ms. Nellivette Prieto, Chair 

  Prof. Ramón Corrada, Co-Chair 

  STANDARD VI: PLANNING, RESOURCES & IMPROVEMENT 

  Ms. Carolyn Garin, Chair 

  Mr. Ricardo Martínez, Co-Chair 

  STANDARD VII: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP, AND ADMINISTRATION 

  Dr. Wilfredo Colón Guasp, Chair 

  Dr. Ericks Vázquez, Co-Chair 

  COMMUNICATIONS 

  Prof. Rosario Meléndez, Chair 

  Dr. Nahomy Curet, Co-Chair 

 

Workgroups Appointments  

Each workgroup has a Chair and a Co-Chair who possess leadership and knowledge in the 

assigned Standard, has fluency in English, and the technological and administrative skills needed 

to create efficiency. Chairs and Co-Chairs were asked to select workgroup members based on the 
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principles and considerations listed in Table 5-4 below. Chairs and Co-Chairs approached each 

team member before nominating them to ensure they were willing and had the availability to 

support the workgroup efforts. They asked each member to submit their information using an 

electronic form. The Executive Committee reviewed those nominations and recommended them 

to the Chancellor at the time, who then officially appointed them.  

Table 5-4 
Principles for Appointment of Workgroups 
 

 

Charges to the Workgroups  

Table 5-5 below presents workgroup charges. 

 

  

PRINCIPLES AND
CONSIDERATIONS

Constitute working groups around members with expertise relevant to the Standard, as
well as members having out-of-area representation that can facilitate new insights and
recommendations for improvement.

Have a mix of working group chairs and co-chairs with ample experience at UAGM-CC,
as well as Chairs and Co-Chairs who were recently appointed to their current positions
and can advance their immersion and training in MSCHE accreditation as the new
generation of Carolina Campus leaders.

Constitute working groups with attention to the Evidence Inventory and the knowledge
to identify the evidence that is key for each Standard.

Build diversity of gender, race, role, and rank at UAGM-CC into all working groups.

Have student representation to guarantee that their experience advances the work on
the different Standards.
Have members of the UAGM-CC Academic Senate and of the UAGM University Board
contribute their governance experience to advance the work of Standards.

Have operational and functional working groups of 5-13 members. This will help us not
to overburden Academic Divisions and Departments; Service and Administrative
Offices; and faculty, staff, and students.

Ensure that each working group has members that can manage technological
applications and are fluent in English.
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Table 5-5 
Workgroups Charges 
 

 

Steering Committee Structure and Research Questions of the Workgroups 

All workgroups are equipped with appropriate tools to conduct their research, comply 

with their responsibilities, and deliver the assigned standard's final Self-Study chapter.  The 

following section presents each MSCHE Standard workgroup members and research questions 

to conduct their inquiry process.  As mentioned before, each workgroup has a Chair and Co-Chair 

responsible for leading the workgroup, members, at least two student representatives, and 

advisers that will provide support and information as needed. Some of the workgroup’s members 

have not been officially appointed yet but will be by September 2022. A Research Questions and 

Evidence Alignment Template was designed for each workgroup to guide the writing of 

comprehensive research questions and the alignment of these questions to accreditation 

WORKING GROUP
SPECIFIC CHARGES

Be competent in the individual standard assigned including compliance criteria to be
assessed.

Identify key accreditation criteria within each standard, particularly as they relate to
the research methodology and procedures to be employed in the inquiry process.

Analyze the MSCHE standards with the UAGM-CC Strategic Plan, Mission, and
Institutional Priorities of the Self-Study.

Engage in a process of active, open, and evidence-based inquiry, to examine how the
mission and goals guide all aspects of the institution and how successful the institution
is in fulfilling its mission and goals.

Identify and gather evidence that demonstrates that UAGM-CC meets and/or exceeds
compliance with the standard.

Establish ongoing communication about overlaps with other working groups to
identify common areas of success, areas needing improvement, and innovations. This
will help us avoid overlaping of efforts and share resources.

Comply with the deadlines for submitting deliverables to the Steering Committee.

Use templates and follow the processes provided to complete their work in order to
ease the self-study process and achieve consistency among workgroups.

Participate in the Evaluation Team Site Visit schedule for Spring 2024.
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standard criteria and to the list of evidence needed to support compliance with each standard. 

The Executive Committee reviewed the templates submitted by workgroups 1-7 and proposed 

recommendations before selecting the final research questions that will drive the self-study 

process for each standard.  Besides the research questions, the template also contained the 

inventory tables included in the Evidence Inventory section for all seven (7) standards.  A sample 

of the template is included in Appendix 1 – Standard I: Mission and Goals Research Questions 

and Evidence Alignment Template. These templates will help workgroups in evidence collection, 

research approach, as well as, in the conceptualization of their respective chapters as described 

in Appendix 2 – Workgroups Detailed Chapter Template.  

Standard I: Mission and Goals Workgroup   

Chair: Dr.  Esther A Rubio Negrón, Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts Division   

Co-Chair: Dr. Marcos A. Vélez Rivera, Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts Division   

Members: Prof. Justo Lugo Cáceres, Assistant Professor, Health Sciences Division 
 

Ms.  Carmen M. Ayende Santana, Associate Director, Student Affairs 
 

Dr. Luis M. Mayo Santana, Full Professor, Liberal Arts Division 
 

Dr.  Ana I Astacio Méndez, Assistant Professor, Health Sciences Division 
 

Dr. Rafael J. Rivera-Ortiz, Director of Research and Graduate Studies and 
Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Dr.  Griseila M. Cruz Román, Compliance Officer and Adjunct Professor, Liberal 
Arts Division 

 
Ing. Gerardo J. Salazar Meléndez, Instructor, Engineering, Design, and 
Architecture Division 

 
Dr. Luis Iturralde Albert, Associate Vice President of Research, External Resources, 
and Compliance, UAGM Academic Affairs Office (adviser) 

 
Standard I: Mission and Goals Research Questions 

 
1. How does the institution revise its mission and goals and disseminate them to the 

university community?  
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2. How do the mission and institutional goals, guide the academic, student and 
administrative areas in the decision-making process, planning, resources allocation, 
programs and curriculum development in light of the recent demographic and 
socioeconomic challenges? How do UAGM-CC mission and goals guide faculty research 
and creative activity, appropriate to the institution levels and offerings?  

3. What administrative, educational, and student support programs and services uphold 
the institutional goals that focus on institutional improvement, student learning and 
related outcomes? How are these consistent with the institutional mission? 

4. What steps does UAGM-CC Campus take to ensure that the institutional mission and 
goals are aligned with UAGM strategic guidelines and are appropriate to higher 
education?  

5. How effectively do the goals and objectives, related to the improvement and 
development of the institution, correspond to UAGM-CC’s mission?   

 
Workgroup 1 Research Questions and Evidence Alignment Template is included in Appendix 1 – 

Standard I: Mission and Goals Research Questions and Evidence Alignment Template. 

Standard II: Ethics and Integrity Workgroup   

Chair: Dr. Rafael J. Rivera-Ortiz, Director of Research and Graduate Studies and Assistant 
Professor, Liberal Arts Division   

Co-Chair: Dr.  Griseila M. Cruz Román, Compliance Officer and Adjunct Professor, Liberal 
Arts Division   

Members: Ing. Gerardo J. Salazar Meléndez, Instructor, Engineering, Design, and 
Architecture Division 

 
Dr.  Nydia M. Rodríguez Bonano, Full Professor, Science and Technology Division 

 
Ms.  Karlamarie Reyes Rodríguez, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Ms.  Paola M. Reyes Rodríguez, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Dr. Luis Iturralde Albert, Associate Vice President of Research, External Resources, 
and Compliance, UAGM Academic Affairs Office (adviser) 

 
Standard II: Ethics and Integrity Research Questions 

1. How does the institution promote and assess an environment of intellectual and 
academic freedom, freedom of expression and respect for intellectual property rights 
for all its community members? 
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2. How does the institution foster a climate of respect among its members (e.g., faculty, 
staff, students, and administration) taking into consideration their diverse backgrounds, 
ideas, and perspectives? 

3. How does UAGM-CC deal with concerns, dissatisfaction, and complaints from the 
members of the academic community in a timely and equitable manner? 

4. How does the institution assess the avoidance of conflict of interest or the appearance 
of such conflict in all activities and among all constituents? 

5. How does UAGM-CC promote and assess fair and impartial practices in the hiring, 
evaluation, promotion, discipline, and separation of employees? 

6. How does the institution promote and periodically assess honesty and transparency in 
its internal and external communications and processes, including the UAGM academic 
integration, as they relate to all applicable federal, state, and Commission reporting 
policies, regulations, and requirements?  

7. What institutional processes, policies, and programs are in place to promote student’s 
informed decisions about college costs?  

 
Standard III: Design and Delivery of the Student Experience Workgroup   

Chair: Prof. Sandra González Rodríguez, Full Professor, Science and Technology Division   

Co-Chair: Dr.  Sylvia Esquilín Rivera, Director of Faculty Development and Evaluation, 
UAGM-CC Academic Affairs Office, Assistant Professor   

Members: Dr.  Sigrid Vázquez Tirado, Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts Division 
 

Ms.  Carmen Germán Guzmán, Contract Unit Official, Institutional Effectiveness 
Office 

 
Dr. Rafael J. Rodríguez Fuentes, Director, UAGM Santa Isabel Location 

 
Dr.  Zulma I. Medina Rivera, Associate Professor, Business, Tourism and 
Entrepreneurship Division 

 
Mr. Jesús García Oliveras, Director of Technical and Professional Studies, UAGM 
Academic Affairs Office 

 
Dr. Juan González Sánchez, Assistant Professor, Science and Technology Division 

 
Ms.  Anealeishka Adorno Villega, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Ms. Gisela Negrón, Vice President of Enrollment Management, UAGM Marketing 
and Student Affairs Office (adviser) 

 
Ms.  Carmen T. Pérez González, Library Director, UAGM-CC Academic Affairs 
Office (adviser) 
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Ms.  Laura Aponte Hernández, Director of Technical Studies, Academic Innovation 
Office (adviser) 

 
 
Standard III: Design and Delivery of the Student Experience Research Questions 

 
1. What are the executive orders, policies, procedures, and assessments that UAGM-CC 

has in place to guarantee that academic offerings are well-designed and coherent, with 
length commensurate to level, and promote an enriching student learning experience 
regardless of academic level, modality, and location? How have these been impacted by 
the UAGM academic offerings unification process? 

2. How does the institution manage (policies, procedures) the hiring, professional 
development, and periodic evaluation of its full-time and part-time faculty to: 

a. ensure quality in the design, delivery, and student learning assessments for all 
delivery options (traditional, face-to-face, hybrid, online)? 

b. assess their performance in the roles of teaching, research/creative work, and 
service? 

3. How is relevant information provided to students, such as, general education and 
academic program requirements and learning outcomes, changes in curricular offerings, 
and academic-related policies and procedures, considering academic level, location and 
modality? How does the institution make certain that published information is clear, 
correct, and precise? 

4. What is the extent and sustainability of the learning opportunities and supporting 
resources to ensure students’ attainment of academic goals in the expected time frame, 
as established in each program’s curriculum sequence? 

5. How does the UAGM unified General Education component provide opportunities to 
develop the identified institutional competencies and the values and principles 
expressed in the institutional mission compared to the previous UAGM-CC’s Gen-Ed 
component? 

6. What opportunities does UAGM-CC offer to undergraduate and graduate students in 
terms of research experiences, high level academic learning and the possibility of 
contributing creative and original ideas? 

 
Standard IV: Support of the Student Experience Workgroup   

Chair: Ms. Gisela Negrón, UAGM-CC Student Affairs Dean   

Co-Chair: Ms.  Diana Colón Román, Associate Dean, UAGM-CC Student Affairs Office   
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Members: Ms.  Vilma Pizarro Lanzot, Administrative Assistant, UAGM-CC Student Affairs 
Office 

 
Dr.  Maria De Lourdes Ferrer, Quality for Life Director, UAGM-CC Student Affairs 
Office 

 
Ms.  Myrna Flores, Director, Student Integral Development Office 

 
Dr.  Lourdes Meléndez, Associate Professor, Business, Tourism and 
Entrepreneurship Division 

 
Ms.  Marian López Maldonado, Student, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division 

 
Mr. Carlos R Boissen Curet, Student, Science and Technology Division 

 
Standard IV: Support of the Student Experience Research Questions 

 
1. How does UAGM-CC ensure compliance with its admission, retention, and student 

success policies and procedures? 

2. How does UAGM-CC policies and admission processes contribute to student making 
informed decisions about placement in academic programs and also help in achieving 
their academic goals? 

3. How are UAGM’s policies and procedures related to safety, security, maintenance, and 
release of student information and records developed, implemented, and assessed? 

4. How are UAGM-CC athletic, student life, and extracurricular activities developed, 
implemented, and assessed? 

5. How are UAGM-CC student support services and programs effectively aligned with 
assessment plans and procedures, and how are results used for improvement? 

6. How has the UAGM unification process supported the design and delivery        of the student 
experience? 

 
Standard V: Educational Effectiveness Assessment   

Chair: Ms. Nellivette Prieto Vázquez, Director, UAGM-CC Assessment Office   

Co-Chair: Prof. Ramón Corrada Rivera, Instructor, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division   

Members: Dr.  Mayra R. Martínez-Plana, Associate Professor, Liberal Arts Division 
 

Dr.  Mildred Díaz Colón, Associate Professor, Business, Tourism and 
Entrepreneurship Division 

 
Dr.  Linda E. Rivera Rivera , Assistant Professor, Science and Technology Division 
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Prof. Francisco Lopez, Assistant Professor, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division 

 
Dr.  Denise Nazario Pagán, Assistant Professor, Health Sciences Division 

 
Ing. Jorge Diazgranados Jiménez, Director, Engineering, Design, and Architecture 
Division 

 
Mr. Rafael I. Salas Seguín, Associate Vice Chancellor of Planning and Innovation, US 
Branch Campuses 

 
Ms.  Amparo M. O'Farrill Catalán, Assessment Official, UAGM-CC Assessment 
Office 

 
Dr.  Nahomy Curet Molina, Associate Professor, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Ms.  Carmen T. Pérez González, Library Director, UAGM-CC Academic Affairs Office 
(adviser) 

 
Dr. Ezequiel Bayuelo, Associate Vice President of Assessment, UAGM Student 
Retention Office (adviser) 

 
Standard V: Educational Effectiveness Research Questions 

1. How does UAGM-CC evaluate and disseminate the impact of academic experiences on 
student learning outcomes and their alignment with the institutional mission and goals? 

2. How do assessment processes ensure course quality and measure the achievement of 
student learning goals? How are these results disclosed?   

3. How are assessment results used to maintain and improve educational effectiveness?   

4. How effectively has the university implemented a mature assessment plan across the 
institution?   

5. How does the institution regularly evaluate the assessment processes to ensure that 
these measure the effectiveness of academic and student services? 

 
Standard VI: Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement Workgroup   

Chair: Ms. Carolyn Garín Morales, Director of International Affairs, and Interim Director 
of Planning, UAGM-CC International Affairs Office   

Co-Chair: Mr. Ricardo Martínez Romero, Fiscal Effectiveness Specialist, Budget, and Analysis 
Office   

Members: Ms.  Maritza Serrano Heredia, Fiscal Effectiveness Specialist, Budget, and Analysis 
Office 

 
Mr. Oscar Muñiz Nieves, Maintenance Manager, UAGM-CC Administrative Affairs 
Office 
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Dr.  Marie B. Igartua Soto, Associate Professor, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Mr. Jorge Torres Martínez, Director of Budget and Analysis, Budget, and Analysis 
Office 

 
Ms.   Magalie Alvarado, Director of Institutional Effectiveness, UAGM-CC 

 
Ms.  Idary M Ortiz Sánchez, Student, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division 

 
Mr. Adrián Figueroa Aguilar, Student, Science and Technology Division 

 
Mr. Carmelo Torres, Vice President of Finance, UAGM (adviser) 

 
Mr. Alberto Camacho, Vice President of Planning, Institutional Effectiveness Office 
(adviser) 

 
Standard VI: Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement Research Questions 

 
1. How are UAGM-CC's planning processes, resources, and structures aligned with each 

other and sufficient to fulfill institutional mission and goals? How these processes 
ensure participation from the university community? 

2. How does UAGM-CC evidence that the institution assessment findings are incorporated 
in the planning process, resource allocation and institutional renewal?  

3. How do UAGM-CC's fiscal, technological, and human resources adequately support its 
operations wherever and however programs are delivered? 

4. How does UAGM-CC update periodic assessment instruments to measure the 
effectiveness of planning, resource allocation, institutional renewal processes, and 
availability of resources? 

5. How has the academic and student services unification impacted planning, resource 
allocation, and institutional improvement processes while maintaining the essence of 
the UAGM-CC mission and goals? 
 

Standard VII: Governance, Leadership, and Administration Workgroup   

Chair: Dr. Wilfredo Colón Guasp, Full Professor, Science and Technology Division   

Co-Chair: Dr. Ericks Vázquez, Assistant Professor, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division   

Members: Dr.  Griselda Correa, Assistant Professor, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division 

 
Ms.  Carolyn Quiñonez Orta, Director, UAGM Cabo Rojo Location 
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Prof. Roberto Nieves Piñero, Instructor, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division 

 
Ms.  Ana Victoria Matos Ortíz, Student, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship 
Division 

 
Ms.  Izadi Romero Ruiz, Student, Science and Technology Division 

 
Mr. José Taveras Grullón, Student, Science and Technology Division 

 
Ms.  Rosmery Rosario Cueto, Student, Science and Technology Division 

 
Mr. Carlos Torres, Student, Business, Tourism and Entrepreneurship Division 

 
Dr.  Claribette Rodríguez, Associate Vice President, UAGM License and 
Accreditations Office (adviser) 

 
Standard VII: Governance, Leadership, and Administration Research Questions 

1. How clearly is UAGM’s governance structure and responsibilities stated and articulated 
in governing documents, including its by-laws?  

2. How does the revised governance model benefit the academic structure of the 
institution?  

3. How has the revised governance model responded to the external factors of natural 
disasters and the economic and public health problems that have impacted the UAGM-
CC? 

4. How has the university community of the UAGM-CC participated in articulating the 
processes of governance, leadership, and administration after the academic and student 
integration in support of its mission?  

5. What kind of participation do faculty members and students have in the governing 
bodies in terms of decision-making, and policy development and implementation? 

6. How effective is the assessment process of the governance structures and how are the 
results used in decision-making?  

Communication Workgroup 

This workgroup was appointed because of the importance of updating the institutional 

community about the reaccreditation and to ensure an inclusive process. This workgroup’s main 

function is to keep the UAGM-CC community informed about the reaccreditation process, the 

role that the community, in general, has in these processes and the reaccreditation visit in Spring 

2024. The communications workgroup Chair and Co-Chair have been included as part of the 

Steering Committee as they will provide support to all workgroups. The members identified for 
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this group are experts in communication and marketing.  They will be integrated into different 

workgroup meetings and will follow the proposed timeline and communication plan to 

continuously offer updates on the accreditation process to all institutional constituents. The 

composition of the workgroup is as follow: 

Communications Workgroup   

Chair: Prof. Rosario Meléndez, Director, Liberal Arts Division, Instructor   

Co-Chair: Dr.  Nahomy Curet Molina, Associate Professor, Liberal Arts Division   

Members: Ms.  Ivonne Arroyo, Director of Strategic Communications, Public Relations, and 
Communications Office 

 
Dr. Luis Rosario Albert, Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Prof. Hiram Delgado, Communications Lab Coordinator, Liberal Arts Division 

 Mr. Rafael Matos, Director of Public Relations and Corporate Communications, 
Associate Vice-presidency of Public Relations, and Digital Communication  

 Mr. Yamil Natal, Associate Director of Web and Digital Communications, Associate 
Vice-presidency of Public Relations, and Digital Communication  

 Ms. María Martínez, Associate Vice-president of Public Relations and Digital 
Communications, Associate Vice-presidency of Public Relations, and Digital 
Communication  

 
Ms.  Isdelia Durán Madera, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Ms.  Daniary Francis Soto, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Mr. Josue D. Sanchez, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 
Ms.  Nashaly Cruz Sánchez, Student, Liberal Arts Division 

 

6. Guidelines for Reporting 

The Steering Committee (SC) oversees the work of all Self-Study workgroups and 

personnel associated with the self-study process, ensuring proper evaluation and assessment of 

standards and priorities in the Self-Study.  The steering committee provides support and guidance 

throughout all the phases of the self-study, and allocates tools to ensure successful completion 
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of the inquiry process.  The working tools are designed to  help workgroups gather evidence that 

demonstrates progress and quality attained throughout each milestone of the self-study 

calendar. The SC also outlines strategies to encourage teamwork and collaboration for more 

effective and efficient self-study processes.  

Logistic and Workflow of the Steering Committee and Workgroups  

Each of the seven (7) standards of accreditation was assigned to a workgroup. Both Chairs 

and Co-Chairs of each workgroup are members of the Steering Committee and are responsible 

for leading the research and assessment processes of the assigned standard in close collaboration 

with its members, and advisers.  Each workgroup is responsible for completing one chapter of 

the final Self-Study report. The charges assigned to each group, presented in  

Table 5-2, outline the inquiry process that will result in the development of specific 

recommendations for improvement in each area relative to the standards and to UAGM-CC 

strategic goals and priorities in the upcoming years. The reports submitted by workgroups 1 

through 7 will contribute to complete the final Self-Study report. In addition to these seven (7) 

workgroups, there is one Communications workgroup that will provide support in 

communicating the work of the reaccreditation team and the importance of the process to all 

UAGM-CC constituents. In addition, full-time staff supports the work of the Steering Committee 

and the workgroups. This staff consists of the following: administrative assistant, information 

technology specialist, librarian specialized in APA, and an editor.  

Workgroups 1 through 7 will meet at least twice a month (1st and 3rd week of the month) 

to work on the assigned standard and identify, review, and request additional evidence as 

needed. Each workgroup will identify one member to manage evidence inventory for their 

workgroup. Those Evidence Inventory managers will meet with the Steering Committee Chair 
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periodically to ensure that all evidences are available, translated into English, and uploaded to 

the platform with no duplicity. The Steering Committee  will meet once a month (4th week of the 

month) or as needed to discuss the progress achieved by each workgroup. The communications 

workgroup will support the entire self-study process. The Executive Committee will meet every 

other month to discuss the progress, address issues encountered, and provide 

recommendations. The Chair and the Co-Chair of the Steering Committee will closely follow the 

progress of the workgroups  based on the self-study deliverables presented in  

Table 6-1 and on the Timetable, Deliverables and Deadlines presented in Table 6-2. All 

workgroups are  equipped with  tools and are allowed to develop other resources that they deem 

appropriate to comply with their responsibilities and products.  

Each workgroup Chair will use the template (Appendix 2 – Workgroups Detailed Chapter 

Template) provided to prepare and submit to the Steering Committee Chair and Co-Chair a 

detailed chapter outline. Subsequently, the seven (7) workgroup chairs will submit the draft of 

the chapter and participate in an in-depth discussion and review with the Steering Committee 

Chair and Co-Chair according to the deliverables and deadlines presented in Table 6-2. They will 

then submit the assigned standard chapter draft.  After the individual discussion with workgroup 

Chairs and Co-Chairs, the Steering Committee will meet to review and offer feedback on the 

drafted version of each chapter. The chairs of each workgroup are responsible for the final 

introduction and conclusion of their corresponding chapters in close consultation with 

workgroup members and the Steering Committee Chair and Co-Chair.   

Workgroups and Steering Committee Deliverables 

Table 6-1 presents key products that will be delivered by steering committee and 

workgroup members as part of the self-study process 
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Table 6-1 
Workgroups and Steering Committee Deliverables 

SELF-STUDY PROCESS DELIVERABLES 
 SSD research questions revised and uploaded into the UAGM-CC MSCHE share-point. This revision is 

conducted by each workgroup under the leadership of the Chair appointed for each standard. 
 SSD Evidence Inventory revised and uploaded into the UAGM-CC MSCHE share-point. This revision is 

conducted by each workgroup under the leadership of the Chair appointed for each standard. The 
Evidence Inventory will be under continuous revision as the inquiry process progresses. New evidence 
might be needed for addressing the criteria.   

 Detailed Self-Study Chapter Outline uploaded into the UAGM-CC MSCHE share-point as every draft is 
completed. The chapter outline addresses the following elements:  research questions, areas of strength 
based on evidence consistent with each workgroup charges and priorities, opportunities for 
improvement and innovation based on evidence consistent with each workgroup charges and priorities, 
and institutional strategies on continuous quality improvement.  

 First Self-Study Chapters drafts. These are semi-final versions of each chapter of the Self-Study that will 
be submitted by workgroup Chairs to the Steering Committee Chair and Co-Chair for revision and 
continuous feedback until final version of each chapter is approved.  

 Submission of final Self-Study draft to Visiting Team Chair. 
 Campus Community Review and Feedback request of Self-Study Chapters.  The Self-Study Report will be 

uploaded into the UAGM-CC MSCHE share-point and accessible to all university community constituents 
for their online review and recommendations. 

 Final Self-Study Report review based on campus and Visiting Team Chair feedback.  The final review of 
the Self-Study Report will be conducted by the Executive Committee and the Steering Committee Chair, 
Co-Chair, and Workgroup Chairs.  Final style editorial review will be conducted by a librarian. 

 Final Self-Study will be approved by the Vice-Chancellor of UAGM-CC and the President of UAGM and 
submitted by the UAGM-CC ALO. 

 Self-Study Team Visit 
 

Deliverables Timetable 

 To ensure that each workgroup can receive feedback and take advantage of 

opportunities to share their analyses, findings, and recommendations with other workgroups, 

the Steering Committee, the Executive Committee, and the broader UAGM-CC community, 

milestone and deliverables dates are set as shown in Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2 
Deliverables Timeline of Workgroups and Steering Committee 

DELIVERABLES DEADLINES 
SSD research questions revised and uploaded into the UAGM-CC MSCHE 

SharePoint 
March 2022 

SSD Evidence Inventory revised and uploaded into the UAGM-CC MSCHE 
SharePoint 

September 2022 

Detailed Self-Study Chapter Outline with list of key terms defined and uploaded 
into the UAGM-CC MSCHE SharePoint 

October 2022 

First Self-Study Chapter Draft with updated Evidence Inventory and uploaded into 
the UAGM-CC MSCHE SharePoint 

March 2023 

Second Self-Study Chapter Draft and updated Evidence Inventory into the UAGM-
CC MSCHE SharePoint 

May 1, 2023 

Final Self-Study draft for Evaluation Team Chair August 19, 2023 
Campus Community Review and Feedback of Self-Study Report September, 2023 

Self-Study Report finalized based on Team Chair and Campus Community 
feedback 

December 2, 2023 

Final Self-Study Report/ Verification of Compliance/Evidence Inventory uploaded 
to MSCHE portal 

January, 2024 

Self-Study Team Visit Mid Spring 2024 

Templates 

Sample working tools are included in the Appendices section below that includes: 

1. Standard I Research Questions and Evidence Alignment Template (Appendix 1 – 

Standard I: Mission and Goals Research Questions and Evidence Alignment Template) 

2. Workgroups Detailed Chapter Template (Appendix 2 – Workgroups Detailed Chapter 

Template) 

3. Meeting Notes and Attendance Template (Appendix 3 – Meeting Notes and Attendance 

Template) 

4. Workgroup Monthly Report Model (Appendix 4 – Workgroup Monthly Report Template) 

5. Evidence inventory database (Appendix 5 – Evidence Inventory Database Sample) 

Formatting Guidelines for Chapters 

The Steering Committee requires workgroups to prepare their chapter drafts according 

to the style and formatting guidelines presented in Table 6.3 below. 
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Table 6-3 
Format and Editorial Style 

FORMAT AND EDITORIAL STYLE REQUIREMENTS 
Length 10-15 pages 
Header Include the chapter’s standard number and title, centered, bold faced and 

italicized 
Footer Include page number centered and bold faced 

Editorial style APA latest edition 
Main headings  APA latest edition 

Subheading  APA latest edition 
In-text citations and references:   APA latest edition 

Justification Fully justified 
First line of each paragraph Indent 

Font in text Calibri 12-point 
Font in tables and figures Calibri 10-point 

Spacing in text Double 
Spacing in tables and figures Single space  
Tables and figures numbers Numbered sequentially throughout the document 

Example: Table 1, Table 2… 
Margins Standard 1-inch MS Word default 

Page numbers Bottom center, 12-point Calibri font 
MSCHE Standards MSCHE Standard numerals should be Roman Numerals (I-VII) 

Voice Use the active voice 
Avoid Gender language and bias 

Acronyms Spell out acronyms when first mentioned and introduce the acronym in 
parenthesis 

Contractions Do not use contractions 
When referring to a person 

employed by Ana G. Méndez 
University 

Use the person’s name and full title. Use a comma before and after the 
title. 

When listing names Order them alphabetically by first name 
Names of colleges, academic 

departments, and offices 
Should be capitalized 

 

Terminology 

The following terminology will be used as stated on Table 6-4 below. 
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Table 6-4 
Guidelines for the Use of Terminology within the Text 

Terms Requirements 
“Self-Study” Hyphenated and in title-case letters, when part of a title. 

“workgroups” In lowercase letters, unless it appears in a title.  
word “standard,” “criteria,” and 

“criterion” 
In lowercase letters, unless used in a formal title. 

“Chair” In title-case letters. 
“Co-Chair” Hyphenated and in title-case letters. 

 

7. Organization of the Final Self-Study Report 

UAGM-CC adopted a Standards-Based approach for Self-Study review to enable the 

institution to fully address the Requirements of Affiliation and Standards for Accreditation, while 

providing opportunities for the university community to reflect on the identified strategic 

priorities and goals.  This comprehensive approach will be supported by the self-study structure 

in place and by the commitment of all campus constituencies.   

The organization of the final self-study report appears below:  

Executive Summary and Eligibility Certificate Statement 

Steering Committee and Working Groups 

Institutional Overview 

 UAGM-CC 
 The Self Study Process at UAGM-CC 

o Scope and Organization of the Self-Study 
o Intended Outcomes 
o Institutional Priorities 

Chapter 1: Mission and Goals  
Chapter 2: Ethics and Integrity 

Chapter 3: Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience 

Chapter 4: Support of the Student Experience 
Chapter 5: Educational Effectiveness Assessment 
Chapter 6: Planning, Resources, and Institutional Improvement 
Chapter 7: Governance, Leadership and Administration 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
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References 
Appendices 
Tables 
Figures 

 

 The organization of each Self-Study chapter will be as follows: 

 Introduction 

 Methods and Evidence to Address Research Questions and Standard’s Criteria 

 Discussion, Analysis, and Result 

 Strengths and Challenges 

 Conclusions, Opportunities for Improvement, and Innovation 

 

 Each workgroup will be responsible for conducting the research, collecting the evidence 

necessary, and conducting the appropriate analysis to proof compliance with their assigned 

standard. They will also be responsible to focus their analysis on campus priorities, address 

recommendations cited in the 2015 MSCHE evaluations as they apply to the current institutional 

reality, consult the university community throughout the self-study process, incorporate their 

feedback, and identify areas of improvement so that the self-study can serve as a mechanism to 

improve the institution. The final Self-study draft will be sent to the university community to 

allow all constituents to provide feedback. Workgroup chair and co-chair will discuss that 

feedback with their workgroups first, and then with the Steering Committee to analyze and select 

which recommendations should be incorporated. The Steering Committee recommendations will 

then be analyzed by the Executive Committee who will have the authority to determine which of 

these will be incorporated into the final self-study. 
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8. Verification of compliance 

The Verification of Compliance will be overseen by the Executive Committee, led by Dr. 

Zoe Santiago-Font, MSCHE 2024 Reaccreditation Chair, and Dr. Philip Murray, UAGM-CC 

Academic Dean and MSCHE 2024 Reaccreditation Co-Chair. They will be working with the ALO 

and UAGM’s Vice President of Licenses and Accreditations. The group will perform an initial 

assessment of UAGM-CC’s adherence to state and federal regulations and identify and compile 

all the necessary supporting documentation in compliance with Federal, State and UAGM 

institutional policies. This group is to produce its final report by January 2024, same as the final 

Self-Study document. 

9. Self-Study Timetable 

 Each standard workgroup will have its initial organizational meeting at the beginning of 

September 2022 to start working on the standard no later than October 2022. Throughout the 

2022-2023 academic year, the WG will be meeting at least twice a month. The SC will meet at 

least once a month. Table 9-1 below presents a preliminary timeline for the self-study process. 
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Table 9-1 
Self-Study Timeline 

Time Period  Activity   
SEPTEMBER – DECEMBER 2021  

Sept. – Nov. 2021  Self-Study Institute participation (Designated Inst. Representative, other 
committee members)  

Nov. – Dec. 2021  Executive Committee meetings (campus status, needs assessment 
brainstorming, documentation roadmap)  

 Chair and Steering committee appointments (letters)  
 Institutional priorities survey development, revision, validation, and 

approval 
 Kickoff video and presentation materials preparation  

JANUARY – JULY 2022 
Jan. – Feb. 2022   MSCHE official kickoff 

 UAGM-CC institutional priorities survey administration 
 Appointment of workgroup members 
 Steering Committee established and held first 

meeting (presentation, work planning, id workgroups)  
 Online meeting with MSCHE Liaison Vice President 

Feb. 2022  Steering committee meeting (Self-Study Design Template, institutional 
priorities and goals, research questions, evidence inventory, SSD 
template and process, SharePoint workspace, workplan) 

March 2022   Steering committee meeting (unification orientation)  
 Workgroups submission of SSD Templates 
 SSD Templates review by Executive Committee 
 Self-Study Design first draft submitted to Executive Committee  

April – July 2022  Working templates design and distribution 
 Meeting with evidence liaisons in each workgroup to discuss evidence 

inventory approach 
 University community SSD feedback and contributions 
 Executive Committee meeting to review and incorporate university 

community feedback 
 Submission of final SSD to MSCHE Liaison Vice President 
 Self-study preparation visit  
 Revision and acceptance of SSD  

AUGUST – DECEMBER 2022 
Aug. – Sept. 2022  

  
 Self-Study process update to university community 
 Self-Study communications plan official kickoff 
 Steering Committee meeting (templates, monthly reports, timeline, and 

process orientation) 
 Meeting of evidence inventory liaisons with SC Chair to clarify evidence 

inventory process 
Oct. – Dec. 2022  Steering Committee oversees research and reporting by Workgroups 

 Workgroups gather and analyze data and submit progress report to 
Steering Committee  

 Detailed Self-Study chapter outline 
 Self-Study Evaluation Team Chair chosen 
 Start translating evidence documents into English 

  
JANUARY – MAY 2023  

Jan. – March 2023  Self-Study process update to university community 
 Workgroups begin answering research questions and assembling 

compliance documentation  
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Time Period  Activity   
 First Self-Study Chapter draft 
 Visit dates chosen  

April - July 2023  Second Self-Study Chapter drafts 
AUGUST – DECEMBER 2023 

August – Sept. 2023  Self-Study process update to university community 
 The draft of Self-Study report will be sent to Team Chair  

October 2023  Team Chair’s preliminary visit  
November-Dec. 2023  Campus community review and feedback request 

 Final Self-Study draft with results from focus groups and feedback forms 
from university community input  

 Self-Study Report finalized based on Evaluation Team Chair feedback and 
shared with campus 

 Formative overall assessment of the self-study cycle in preparation for 
future planning and accreditation 

JANUARY – JUNE 2024 
January 2024  Final Self-Study Report and Verification of Compliance submission  

 Evidence Inventory uploaded to MSCHE portal (six weeks before team 
visit) 

March- May 2024  Self-Study Evaluation Team Visit 
 Team Report 
 Institutional Response 

June 2024  Commission meets to determine action  
 Review Commission’s recommendations and overall assessment of the 

self-study cycle for future planning, decision making, and accreditation  

10. Communication Plan 

Multiple channels will be used to regularly update institutional stakeholders about the 

Self-Study process, gather input and request feedback to ensure an inclusive process. Our 

primary means of communication will include a dedicated Self-Study website, presentation at 

main institutional meetings with faculty, staff, and students to discuss accreditation and Self-

Study drafts, digital material distributed throughout the campus and regular e-newsletters 

circulated by email or Blackboard, and the use of electronic feedback forms and focus groups to 

gather recommendations from the university community. Below are the steps that have been 

taken as of April 2022 to inform the UAGM-CC community about the MSCHE 2024 Self-Study 

process: 

1. Official UAGM-CC 2024 MSCHE Reaccreditation Kickoff Video with the former Chancellor 

explaining the process to the university community. This video was presented to faculty 
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at the beginning of the semester meeting in January 2022, to associates via email, and to 

students via Blackboard (see video).  

2. Campus-wide consultation process to gather feedback regarding Self-Study priorities. 

3. An initial Steering Committee orientation meeting. 

4. The Self-Study Design draft was circulated among university community and feedback 

was incorporated.  

To facilitate the gathering of feedback from institutional constituents and to provide them 

with updates and information on major developments, a communication plan has been 

developed. The Communication Committee will disseminate the written updates and 

information to all constituents throughout the self-study process by following the next 

communication plan. 

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION FREQUENCY 
Kickoff video (Blackboard, Outlook, Faculty Assembly) January 2022 
  At least once per month starting August 2022 
Design a logo and slogan to be used in re-accreditation 
campaign 

All communications starting August 2022 

Informative capsules in institutional social networks (students in 
social media) 

Biweekly starting August 2022 

e-Newsletters (institutional webpage, Outlook, and Blackboard) At least once per month starting August 2022 
Place logo and slogan on UAGM-CC webpage and computer 
screen savers 

August 2023 -May 2024 

Share and request review and feedback of the Self-Study 
drafted, using focus groups and feedback forms, from all 
institutional constituents (students, faculty, staff, and 
administration) 

 
August-October 2023 
 

Publish final Self-Study document - Website January 2024 
PRESENTATIONS (IN-PERSON OR VIRTUAL) FREQUENCY 

President, Board of Directors, and Corporate Officials Annually 
Academic Senate Each semester 
Faculty Assembly 
Students Assembly 
Staff meetings 

 

The Steering Committee Chair and Co-Chair are responsible for the offering of in-person 

and/or virtual presentations. 

https://agmsu-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/zsantiago_uagm_edu/EfV52NRIk5FEr-18XbXsZysBTKzjYWiPY3Wp32qLtdbnRQ?e=Su1OcG
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11. Evaluation Team Profile 

UAGM-CC requests that the chairperson and evaluation team members be familiarized 

with the challenges associated with institutions of similar size, mission, values, and experiences, 

and that serve to a large Hispanic population. UAGM-CC is part of an institutional system, located 

on the island of Puerto Rico where the spoken language is mainly Spanish.  

The chairpersons and evaluation team members should have a background in and 

understanding of issues that UAGM-CC faces including: 

• Institutional unification/integration processes, including changes in governance 

• Decreasing enrollment due mainly to external factors (hurricanes, earthquakes, 

population migration, COVID-19 pandemic, among others) 

• Experience in the private institution sector 

• Preferably fluent in Spanish with experience with underrepresented populations 

and Hispanic serving institutions 

• Experience with institutions with multiple locations and multicampus university 

system 

UAGM-CC have embraced a culture of continuous improvement across all institutional 

levels. It would also be helpful to have peer evaluators who have demonstrated successes in 

recruitment and retention, as UAGM-CC continues to identify strategies in admission, financial 

aid, and student life to attract students.   

UAGM-CC is compared with the following institutions which are also peer competitors: 

Interamerican University of Puerto Rico, NUC University, Sacred Heart University, EDP University 

of Puerto Rico, and Pontifical Catholic University.   

UAGM-CC's top programs include liberal arts and business.  
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12. Evidence Inventory 

During the Steering Committee orientation meeting, workgroup Chairs and Co-Chairs were 

instructed to identify a member of their team that could manage and upload evidence for the 

workgroup. As part of the Self-Study Design process, workgroups were asked to put together an 

evidence list needed to demonstrate compliance with their standard. Additionally, they were 

asked to record each evidence in a database and identify if it was already uploaded to the 

SharePoint. They were also asked to identify if the data was available, but the report needed to 

be compiled or if the data was not available. Furthermore, they identified which documents 

needed to be translated to English. Evidence files were created in the SharePoint for each 

workgroup to upload all the evidence that relate to their standards whereas a general evidence 

folder was created to upload documents that relate to more than one standard. The evidence 

inventory manager of each workgroup will meet, as needed, with the Steering Committee Chair 

to ensure evidence is organized and to identify gaps. The inventory will be stored on a SharePoint 

site until the Chair determines the data is ready to be uploaded to the MSCHE portal in 

preparation for the evaluation team’s 2024 review visit.  

The Research Questions and Evidence Alignment Template developed for each standard 

included a section to pair each accreditation standard with the list of evidence needed to 

demonstrate compliance. Table 12-1 through Table 12-7 below present the evidence lists 

provided by each workgroup aligned with each standard criterion:  

Table 12-1 
Standard I Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD I: MISSION AND GOALS 

Standard I Criteria Evidence Inventory 
1. Clearly defined mission and goals that:  

a. are developed through appropriate 
collaborative participation by all who 

 UAGM Mission Statement and Goals  
 UAGM-CC Mission Statement and Goals  
 Institutional Bylaws  
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facilitate or are otherwise 
responsible for institutional 
development and improvement;  

b. address external as well as internal 
contexts and constituencies;  

c. are approved and supported by the 
governing body;  

d. guide faculty, administration, staff, 
and governing structures in making 
decisions related to planning, 
resource allocation, program and 
curricular development, and the 
definition of institutional and 
educational outcomes;  

e. include support of scholarly inquiry 
and creative activity, at levels and of 
the type appropriate to the 
institution;  

f. are publicized and widely known by 
the institution’s internal 
stakeholders;  

g. are periodically evaluated;  

 UAGM-CC Mission Revision processes and Results 
 Meeting minutes of governing bodies approval of UAGM-CC 

Mission  
 UAGM Board of Trustees Governance Committee minutes 

and approval statement  
 UAGM-CC Academic Board minutes and approval statement  
 UAGM-CC Administrative Council minutes and approval 

statement  
 UAGM-CC Mission and Goals publications through the 

Internet and Intranet.  
 UAGM Annual Reports 
 UAGM Strategic Development Plans since 2015  
 UAGM-CC Strategic Development Plans since 2015  
 2015 – present external funds projects 
 UAGM-CC undergraduate and graduate catalogs 
 UAGM Student Handbook 
 Curriculum alignments with UAGM-CC Mission 
 Meeting acts, emails or flyers outlining community outreach 

activities, or any other activity created to support the 
Carolina community 

 Approved General Education component 
 UAGM-CC Mission Review Commission Report 
 University community survey to assess knowledge of 

campus mission and goals 
 Evidence of dissemination 

o UAGM-CC Webpage 
o Flyers and brochures 
o Official emails and letters 
o TV and computer monitors, and bulletin boards displays 

2. institutional goals that are realistic, 
appropriate to higher education, and 
consistent with mission;  

 Reports of alignment of Institutional Goals and Institutional 
Mission.  

 UAGM-CC Strategic Development Plan.  
 UAGM-CC Institutional Effectiveness Committee Reports 
 Periodic Students Satisfaction Survey Reports and 

Improvements and Actions Taken.  
3. goals that focus on student learning and 

related outcomes and on institutional 
improvement; are supported by 
administrative, educational, and student 
support programs and services; and are 
consistent with institutional mission; and  

 Alignment between institutional goals and mission 
statement. 

 Annual Work Plan Achievement Report for each UAGM-CC 
academic and administrative division.  

 Strategic plan aligned with institutional mission and goals. 
 UAGM Student Handbook. 

4. periodic assessment of mission and goals 
to ensure they are relevant and 
achievable.  

 UAGM-CC Mission and Goals Revision Procedure 
 UAGM-CC Institutional Effectiveness Committee Reports 
 UAGM-CC Institutional Assessment Reports and Actions 

Taken. 
Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth 
Edition (2015) 

 

Table 12-2 
Standard II Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD II: ETHICS AND INTEGRITY 
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Standard II Criteria Evidence Inventory 
1. Commitment to academic freedom, 

intellectual freedom, freedom of expression, 
and respect for intellectual property rights; 

 Faculty Handbook  
 Student Handbook 
 Copyright Policy (13-2017) 
 Policy for the Use and Reproduction of Material 

Protected by Copyrights (14-2017)  
 Patents Policy (15-2017) 
 Trademarks Policy (10-2017) 
 Academic Integrity Commission annual reports 
 Regulatory Committees 

o Board for the Protection of Human Beings in 
Research (IRB) - to take care of the rights and well-
being of participants in research activities.  

o Biosafety Committee (IBC) - use of recombinant 
DNA, toxic chemicals, infectious agents, blood, body 
fluids, cells or tissues.  

o Committee for the Care and Use of Animals (ACUC) - 
management, care and use of vertebrate animals 
and invertebrates in activities within a laboratory, 
classroom or in the environment.  

2. a climate that fosters respect among 
students, faculty, staff, and administration 
from a range of diverse backgrounds, ideas, 
and perspectives; 

 Handbook of Service Procedures for Students with 
Disabilities 

 Faculty Manual  
 Human Resources Handbook 
 Student Handbook 
 UAGM Student Regulations Manual (rev. 2019) 
 UAGM Student Grievances Procedure  
 UAGM Employee Grievances Policy (18-2021) 
 Institutional Policy on Bullying and Cyberbullying 

 
3. a grievance policy that is documented and 

disseminated to address complaints or 
grievances raised by students, faculty, or 
staff. The institution’s policies and procedures 
are fair and impartial, and assure that 
grievances are addressed promptly, 
appropriately, and equitably; 

 UAGM Student Grievances Procedure  
 UAGM Employee Grievances Policy (18-2021) 
 UAGM Student Regulations Manual (rev. 2019)  

4. the avoidance of conflict of interest or the 
appearance of such conflict in all activities 
and among all constituents; 

 Student Complaint Form 
 Procedure for the Investigation of Student Complaints 
 Student Athlete Handbook 
 Code of Ethics, Conflict of Interest, and Integrity 

Commitment (19-2020) 
 Code of Conduct for Officers, Employees and Agents (02-

2003) 
 Faculty Manual  
 Human Resources Handbook  

5. fair and impartial practices in the hiring, 
evaluation, promotion, discipline, and 
separation of employees; 

 Human Resources Handbook 
 Faculty Manual 
 Human Resources Policies 

o Policy for a Community and a Workplace and Study 
Environment Free of Drugs, Alcohol and Tobacco 
(RH-14-213-001) 

o Complaint Resolution Policy (RH-12-245-004) 
o Sexual Harassment Policy (RH-12-214-003) 

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fdocumento.uagm.edu%2Fpoliticas%2Fpolitica-bullying.pdf&clen=131422&chunk=true
https://uagm.edu/es/estudiante-consumidor/servicios-estudiantiles/querellas-estudiantiles
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o Electronic Attendance Recording Policy (RH-12-214-
001) 

o Compensation Policy for Personnel Services 
Rendered Under Sponsored Research and Programs 
(RH-08-2019-002) 

o HR Recruitment Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 
 EEO memo, Availability of AAP for Inspection (07-2020) 
 Allocation and Management of Recovered Facilities and 

Administrative (F&A) Costs for Sponsored Programs (04-
2009) 

 Whistleblower Policy (02-2009) 
 Performance Evaluation Policy (02-2020) 
 Foreign Employees Employment Contract Policy (04-

2020) 
6. honesty and truthfulness in public relations 

announcements, advertisements, recruiting 
and admissions materials and practices, as 
well as in internal communications; 

 Trademark Policy (10-2017) 
 Policy for the Creation and Publication of Web Pages (01-

2016) 
 Material protected by copyright, use and reproduction 

policy (02-2013) 
 Admissions Policy 
 Social Media Policy (08-2020) 
 Safe and responsible use of information technology 

policy (16-2016) 
7. as appropriate to its mission, services, or 

programs in place: 
a. to promote affordability and 

accessibility; 
b. to enable students to understand 

funding sources and options, value 
received for cost, and methods to make 
informed decisions about incurring 
debt; 

 Student Consumer “Estudiante Consumidor” Web Page  
 Return of Title IV Policy 
 Policies Act Family Educational Rights and Privacy 

(FERPA) 
 Transfer Credits Policy 
 Payment and Refund Policy 
 Course Repeat Policy 
 Satisfactory Academic Progress 
 Official and Unofficial Withdrawal Policy 
 Immunization Policy 
 UAGM-CC Catalog 
 UAGM-CC Net Price Calculator 
 Registration and other costs newsletter 

“Boletín informativo de costos de matricula y otros 
costos” 

 Cost of Attendance 
 Rights and Responsibilities of Students Receiving 

Financial Assistance  
 Financial Aid Packaging 
 Professional Judgement  
 Verification Process  
 Verification Form 

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fdocumento.uagm.edu%2Fpoliticas%2Fpolicy-admission.pdf&clen=285952&chunk=true
https://documento.uagm.edu/carolina/estudiante_consumidor/asistencia_economica/NP-UAGM-Carolina.html
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8. compliance with all applicable federal, state, 
and Commission reporting policies, 
regulations, and requirements to include 
reporting regarding: 

a. the full disclosure of information on 
institution-wide assessments, 
graduation, retention, certification and 
licensure or licensing board pass rates; 

b. the institution’s compliance with the 
Commission’s Requirements of 
Affiliation; 

c. substantive changes affecting 
institutional mission, goals, programs, 
operations, sites, and other material 
issues which must be disclosed in a 
timely and accurate fashion; 

d. the institution’s compliance with the 
Commission’s policies; and 

 Student Consumer “Estudiante Consumidor” Web Page 
 Course Repeat Policy 
 Course Validation Policy 
 Leave of Absence Policy (LOA) 
 Withdrawal Policy 
 Census  
 Satisfactory Academic Progress 
 Immunization Policy 
 Transfer Credits Policy 
 Academic Load Per Term 
 Payment and Refund Policy 
 Scholarships and Internships Policy 
 Sexual Harassment Policy 
 Policy for a community free of alcohol, snuff, and 

controlled substances 
 Biennial Repot 
 Drug Alcohol Prevention Program 
 Acceptable Internet Use Policy  
 Return of Title IV Funds Policy 
 Copyright Policy 
 Policy for the Use and Reproduction of Material 

Protected by Copyrights (14-2017) 
 UAGM Student Grievance Procedures  
 Manual of Procedure for the Investigation of Complaints 
 Filing a Student Complaint Form 
 Procedure for the Investigation of Complaints of 

Graduates 
 Sports Policy Student-Athlete Handbook 

9. periodic assessment of ethics and integrity as 
evidenced in institutional policies, processes, 
practices, and the manner in which these are 
implemented. 

 Assessment of compliance with institutional policies and 
procedures  

Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth Edition 
(2015) 

 

Table 12-3 
Standard III Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD III: DESIGN AND DELIVERY OF THE STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

Standard III Criteria Evidence Inventory 
1. certificate, undergraduate, graduate, and/or 

professional programs leading to a degree or 
other recognized higher education credential, of 
a length appropriate to the objectives of the 
degree or other credential, designed to foster a 
coherent student learning experience and to 
promote synthesis of learning;  

 Academic Program Development Policy (16-2021) 
 New Programs Development Process (Guide)  
 Executive Order on Curriculum Committees 
 Institutional License (2021-132, 3rd amendment) 
 Certificate, Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs  
 Institutional Bylaws 
 Minutes of department meetings and academic 

senate. 
 Academic Program Evaluation Policy 
 Specialized accreditations 
 Assessment at the level of academic programs 
 Syllabus model focused on competencies 
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 Profile of the graduate, focused on competencies 
 Course assessment model, focused on competencies. 
 Curricular sequences 

2. student learning experiences that are designed, 
delivered, and assessed by faculty (full-time or 
part-time) and/or other appropriate 
professionals who are:  
a. rigorous and effective in 

teaching, assessment of student learning, 
scholarly inquiry, and service, as 
appropriate to the institution’s mission, 
goals, and policies;  

b. qualified for the positions they hold and the 
work they do;  

c. sufficient in number;  
d. provided with and utilize sufficient 

opportunities, resources, and support for 
professional growth and innovation;  

e. reviewed regularly and equitably based on 
written, disseminated, clear, and fair 
criteria, expectations, policies, 
and procedures;  

 Faculty handbook 
 New Hire Policies and Procedures (Credential 

Verification) 
 Faculty evaluation process 
 End of course assessment 
 Faculty Profile Statistics 
 Assessment results statistics 
 Academic and professional activities data of faculty 
 Evidence of faculty training, participation in academic, 

budget and assessment decisions. 
 Evidence of PIFI funds and approved 
 External funds 
 Faculty Profile 
 Faculty Meeting Minutes 
 Academic Board/Senate Meeting Minutes 
 Institutional Bylaws 
 Faculty professional and development plan   
 Faculty Pre-Qualification Guides for Courses   
 Faculty work plans  

3. academic programs of study that are clearly and 
accurately described in official publications of 
the institution in a way that students are able 
to understand and follow degree and program 
requirements and expected time 
to completion;  

 Policies related to publications on website, social 
networks, and newspapers 

 Institutional catalog 
 Curricular sequences 
 Marketing, student recruitment 

and advertising materials  
 Consumer Student Information webpage   

4. sufficient learning opportunities and resources 
to support both the institution’s programs of 
study and students’ academic progress;  

 Evidence of allocated budgets 
 Evidence of information resources (workshops, 

tutorials, databases, virtual library portal and online 
services) 

 Reading and Writing Center Statistics and Assessment 
 Tutoring services 
 CREE Services Statistics and Assessment 
 Retention Office Services (EARS) 
 Advisory faculty project 
 Innovation in the teaching-learning process with the 

use of technological infrastructure (remote education 
training, creation of virtual classrooms, evidence of 
delivery of computers and portable internet, for faculty 
and students, programming of virtual laboratories and 
simulations). 

 Technological equipment update/upgrade 
 Laboratory remodeling 
 Student academic progress reports 
 Academic support projects 
 Library resources (physical resources and virtual library 

and databases)  
5. at institutions that offer undergraduate 

education, a general education program, free 
standing or integrated into academic disciplines, 
that:  

 General education document approved by governing 
bodies 
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a. offers a sufficient scope to draw students 
into new areas of intellectual experience, 
expanding their cultural and global 
awareness and cultural sensitivity, 
and preparing them to make well-reasoned 
judgments outside as well as within their 
academic field;  

b. offers a curriculum designed so that 
students acquire and demonstrate essential 
skills including at least oral and written 
communication, scientific and quantitative 
reasoning, critical analysis and reasoning, 
technological competency, and information 
literacy. Consistent with mission, the 
general education program also includes 
the study of values, ethics, and diverse 
perspectives; and  

c. in non-US institutions that do not include 
general education, provides evidence that 
students can demonstrate general 
education skills;  

 Student learning assessment data from the General 
Education component (measurements of 
competencies). 

 General Education learning outcomes   
 Projects that develop and support Gen Ed skills and 

competencies (Title V); Reading and Writing Center; 
CREE.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

6. in institutions that offer graduate and 
professional education, opportunities for the 
development of research, scholarship, and 
independent thinking, provided by faculty 
and/or other professionals with credentials 
appropriate to graduate-level curricula;  

 Evidence of student internship participation 
 Evidence of student participation in local and 

international congresses and conferences 
 Enactus 
 Internships and seminars 
 Undergraduate and graduate research evidence 
 Student publications 
 Capstone coursework 
 Evidence of student creative work 
 Evidence of student participation in Kingbird projects.  

7. adequate and appropriate institutional review 
and approval on any student learning 
opportunities designed, delivered, or assessed 
by third-party providers; and  

N/A 

8. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of 
programs providing student learning 
opportunities.  

 Academic Program Development Policy (16-2021) 
 New Programs Development Process (Guide)  
 Executive Order on Curriculum Committees 
 Institutional License (2021-132, 3rd amendment) 
 Certificate, Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs  
 Institutional Bylaws 
 Minutes of department meetings and academic 

senate. 
 Academic Program Evaluation Policy 
 Specialized accreditations 
 Assessment at the level of academic programs 
 Syllabus model focused on competencies 
 Profile of the graduate, focused on competencies 
 Course assessment model, focused on competencies. 
 Curricular sequences 
 Discipline-Specific accreditation action letters  
 Assessment dashboard 
 Minutes and agendas from curriculum committee 

meetings, senate meetings, program faculty meetings 
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Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth Edition 
(2015) 

 
Table 12-4 
Standard IV Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD IV: SUPPORT OF THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

Standard IV Criteria Evidence Inventory 
1. clearly stated, ethical policies and processes to admit, 

retain, and facilitate the success of students whose 
interests, abilities, experiences, and goals provide a 
reasonable expectation for success and are 
compatible with institutional mission, including: 

a. accurate and comprehensive information 
regarding expenses, financial aid, scholarships, 
grants, loans, repayment, and refunds; 

b. a process by which students who are not 
adequately prepared for study at the level for 
which they have been admitted are identified, 
placed, and supported in attaining appropriate 
educational goals; 

c. orientation, advisement, and counseling 
programs to enhance retention and guide 
students throughout their educational 
experience; 

d. processes designed to enhance the successful 
achievement of students’ educational goals 
including certificate and degree completion, 
transfer to other institutions, and post-
completion placement; 

 UAGM Fiscal Policy 
 Cost of Attendance Policy 
 Financial Aid Policy 
 Admission Policy  
 First Year Students’ Placement Process 
 Student Retention Processes 
 First Year Students’ Retention Data 
 Orientation Services Use Statistics 
 Advisement and counseling services descriptions 
 Graduation Policy/Completion Policy and 

Processes through all academic levels 
 Transfer Policy and Processes 
 Post-completion Placement Services 

2. policies and procedures regarding evaluation and 
acceptance of transfer credits, and credits awarded 
through experiential learning, prior non-academic 
learning, competency-based assessment, and other 
alternative learning approaches; 

 Transfer of Credits Policy and Evaluation 
Processes (regular students, adult education, 
international students) 

 Experiential Learning Transfer of Credit Policy 
and Procedures.  

3. policies and procedures for the safe and secure 
maintenance and appropriate release of student 
information and records; 

 Safety, Security and Maintenance of Student 
Information and Records Policy and Procedures. 

 Release of Students Information Policy and 
Procedures. 

 Academic Records Keeping and Maintenance 
Policy (physical and electronic options) 

4. if offered, athletic, student life, and other 
extracurricular activities that are regulated by the 
same academic, fiscal, and administrative principles 
and procedures that govern all other programs; 

 Athletes Students Institutional Handbook 
 Extra-curricular and Co-curricular Activities 

Policies and Procedures (On-campus, Off-campus 
and International) 

o Student Exchange Program 
o Study Abroad Program 
o International Travel Program  

 Students Handbook 
 Web-based Social Networks and Platforms Access 

and Implementation Policy  
 Alumni Services 
 Placement Services 
 Honor Program Scholarships Procedures 
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5. if applicable, adequate, and appropriate institutional 
review and approval of student support services 
designed, delivered, or assessed by third-party 
providers; and 

  N/A 

6. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of programs 
supporting the student experience. 

 Institutional Assessment of Students Support 
Services Reports.  

 Institutional Assessment of Academic Support 
Services Reports. 

 Institutional Assessment Reports of UAGM-CC 
throughout all administrative units supporting 
the student experience and campus climate. 

 Periodic Students Satisfaction Surveys Reports 
and Improvements.  

Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth Edition (2015) 

 

Table 12-5 
Standard V Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD V: EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT 

Standard V Criteria Evidence Inventory 
1. clearly stated educational goals at the institution 

and degree/program levels, which are interrelated 
with one another, with relevant educational 
experiences, and with the institution’s mission. 

 New Academic Programs Policy 
 Alignment to mission and institutional or program 

learning outcomes 
 Description of the assessment model 

2. organized and systematic assessments, conducted 
by faculty and/or appropriate professionals, 
evaluating the extent of student achievement of 
institutional and degree/program goals. Institutions 
should: 
a. defines meaningful curricular goals with 

defensible standards for evaluating whether 
students are achieving those goals. 

b. articulate how they prepare students in a 
manner consistent with their mission for 
successful careers, meaningful lives, and, where 
appropriate, further education. They should 
collect and provide data on the extent to which 
they are meeting these goals. 

c. support and sustain assessment of student 
achievement and communicate the results of 
this assessment to stakeholders. 

 Academic program and curricular alignment. 
 Measurement of institutional learning outcomes 
 Measurement of program learning outcomes 

(Profile) 
 Measurement of student learning outcomes in 

courses and programs. 
 Assessment plans for academic programs 

(Alignment between competencies or student 
learning outcomes, courses, measurement 
instruments, benchmarks or criteria for success 
and results). 

 Dashboard-Historic measures results  
 Actions plans and activities  
 Job placement survey results 
 Meeting minutes of faculty, program advisory 

boards, and Institutional Effectiveness Committee 
meetings. 

3. consideration and use of assessment results for the 
improvement of educational effectiveness. 
Consistent with the institution’s mission, such uses 
include some combination of the following: 

a. assisting students in improving their learning. 
b. improving pedagogy and curriculum. 
c. reviewing and revising academic programs and 

support services. 
d. planning, conducting, and supporting a range of 

professional development activities. 
e. planning and budgeting for the provision of 

 Use of electronic platforms (Assessment report 
Platform, Blackboard and Survey Monkey). 

 Evidence of the closure of the assessment cycle of 
student learning in academic programs. 

 Alignment process between assessment, planning 
and budget in the work plan platform. 

 Institutional rubrics and standardized tests. 
 Assessment and the General Education 

Component plan. 
 Academic program evaluation process (evaluation 

manual). 
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academic programs and services. 
f. informing appropriate constituents about the 

institution and its programs. 
g. improving key indicators of student success, 

such as retention, graduation, transfer, and 
placement rates. 

h. h. implementing other processes and 
procedures designed to improve educational 
programs and services. 

 Action plans, activities and results for areas to 
improve in programs  

4. if applicable, adequate, and appropriate institutional 
review and approval of assessment services 
designed, delivered, or assessed by third-party 
providers; and 

N/A  

5. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of 
assessment processes utilized by the institution for 
the improvement of educational effectiveness. 

 Reports that identify actions a result of the 
assessment at the three levels (Institutional, 
programmatic and courses). 

 Describe the use and purposes of the institutional 
and program dashboards. 

 Demonstrate the processes of participation of 
faculty in the construction of the assessment 
instruments. 

 Demonstrate the processes of dissemination of 
the assessment information to all the constituents 
of the campus.  

 Demonstrate the processes of participation of 
faculty and constituents of the campus in 
Assessment Committee 

 Assessment reports from the academic division 
and services offices.  

Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth Edition 
(2015) 

 

Table 12-6 
Standard VI Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD VI: PLANNING, RESOURCES, AND INSTITUTIONAL IMPROVEMENT 

Standard VI Criteria Evidence Inventory 

1. the institutional objectives, both institution wide 
and for individual units, that are clearly stated, 
assessed appropriately, linked to mission and goal 
achievement, reflect conclusions drawn from 
assessment results, and are used for. 

 UAGM Strategic plan 
 UAGM-CC Strategic Plan 
 Examples of individual units work plan 
 Work plan process and guide 
 UAGM-CC academic and administrative divisions 

annual reports examples 
 Annual reports evaluation process from the 

Planning Office 
 Institutional Effectiveness Committee annual 

report to the Chancellor 
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2. clearly documented and communicated planning 
and improvement processes that provide for 
constituent participation, and incorporate the use of 
assessment results; 

 Meeting minutes with all constituencies, email 
communications,  

 Evidence for the constituent participation 
(faculty, work units, students) in the planning 
process  

 Evidence of the use of assessment results 

3. a financial planning and budgeting process that is 
aligned with the institution’s mission and goals, 
evidence-based, and clearly linked to the 
institution’s and units’ strategic plans/objectives; 

 UAGM-CC strategic plan 
 Institutional annual plan 
 Sample of work plans and budgets from academic 

and administrative divisions 

4. fiscal and human resources as well as the physical 
and technical infrastructure adequate to support its 
operations wherever and however programs are 
delivered; 

 Human resources handbook 
 HR Hiring Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 
 Position Control Policy (RH-18-2013-002) 
 Academic and administrative units work plans 
 UAGM annual report 

5. well-defined decision-making processes and clear 
assignment of responsibility and accountability; 

 Planning and budgeting process 
 UAGM Organizational charts 
 UAGM-CC budgets 2018-2023 
 Budget request and allocation process 

6. comprehensive planning for facilities, infrastructure, 
and technology that includes consideration of 
sustainability and deferred maintenance and is 
linked to the institution’s strategic and financial 
planning processes; 

 UAGM-CC strategic plan 
 UAGM-CC physical facilities master plan and 

inventory 
 UAGM-CC Technology plan  

7. an annual independent audit confirming financial 
viability with evidence of follow-up on any concerns 
cited in the audit’s accompanying management 
letter; 

 Management letter 
 Financial audits reports (internal and external) 
 Annual budgets 
 Projected budget 

8. strategies to measure and assess the adequacy and 
efficient utilization of institutional resources 
required to support the institution’s mission and 
goals; and 

 UAGM-CC assessment report 
 UAGM-CC annual report  

9. periodic assessment of the effectiveness of 
planning, resource allocation, institutional renewal 
processes, and availability of resources. 

 UAGM-CC assessment report 
 UAGM-CC annual report  
 Academic and administrative units work plans 

 
Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth Edition 
(2015) 
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Table 12-7 
Standard VII Criteria and Evidence Alignment 

STANDARD VII: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP, AND ADMINISTRATION 

Standard VII Criteria Evidence Inventory 
1. a clearly articulated and transparent governance 

structure that: 
a. clearly articulated roles, responsibilities, and 

accountability for decision making by each 
constituency 

b. clearly articulated roles, responsibilities, and 
accountability of governing body 

c. clearly articulated roles, responsibilities, and 
accountability of administration 

d. clearly articulated roles, responsibilities, and 
accountability of faculty 

e. clearly articulated roles, responsibilities, and 
accountability of staff  

f. clearly articulated roles, responsibilities, and 
accountability of students 

 

 UAGM & SUAGM Bylaws 
 Board of Directors Administrative Handbook 
 Faculty Handbook 
 Board of Directors Commissions Minutes and 

Annual Reports 
o Government Commission   
o Finance Commission   
o Academic and Students Affairs Commission   
o Audit Commission   

 SUAGM & UAGM-CC Organizational Charts 
 Credentials of key leaders 
 Job descriptions 
 Administrative Staff Handbook 
 Students Handbook 
 University Board/Academic Senate Annual 

Report 
 Academic Board/Administrative Council Annual 

Report 
 Board of Directors assessment results 
 Performance Evaluation Policy (02-2020) 
 Recruitment Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 

 
2. a legally constituted governing body that:                          

a. serves the public interest, ensures that the 
institution clearly states and fulfills its mission 
and goals, has fiduciary responsibility for the 
institution, and is ultimately accountable for the 
academic quality, planning, and fiscal well-being 
of the institution; 

b. has sufficient independence and expertise to 
ensure the integrity of the institution. Members 
have primary responsibility to the accredited 
institution and not allow political, financial, or 
other influences to interfere with their 
governing responsibilities; 

c. ensures that neither the governing body nor its 
individual members interfere in the day-to-day 
operations of the institution; 

d. oversees at the policy level the quality of 
teaching and learning the approval of degree 
programs and the awarding of degrees the 
establishment of personnel policies and 
procedures, the approval of policies and by-
laws, and the assurance of strong fiscal 
management; 

e. plays a basic policy-making role in financial 
affairs to ensure integrity and strong financial 
management. This may include a timely review 
of audited financial statements and/or other 

 SUAGM Bylaws 
 UAGM Bylaws 
 Board of Directors Administrative Handbook 
 Faculty Handbook 
 Board of Directors Commissions Minutes and 

Annual Reports 
o Government Commission   
o Finance Commission   
o Academic and Students Affairs Commission   
o Audit Commission   

 SUAGM, and UAGM-CC Organizational Charts 
 Credentials of key leaders 
 Job descriptions 
 Administrative Staff Handbook 
 Students Handbook 
 University Board/Academic Senate Annual 

Report 
 Academic Board/Administrative Council Annual 

Report 
 Board of Directors assessment results 
 Performance Evaluation Policy (02-2020) 
 Recruitment Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 
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documents related to the fiscal viability of the 
institution; 

f. appoints and regularly evaluates the 
performance of the Chief Executive Officer; 

g. is informed in all its operations by principles of 
good practice in board governance; 

h. establishes and complies with a written conflict 
of interest policy designed to ensure the 
impartiality of the governing body by 
addressing matters such as payment for 
services, contractual relationships, 
employment, and family, financial or other 
interests that could pose or be perceived as 
conflicts of interest;  

i. supports the Chief Executive Officer in 
maintaining the autonomy of the institution 

3. a Chief Executive Officer who: 
a. is appointed by, evaluated by, and reports to 

the governing body and shall not chair the 
governing body; 

b. has appropriate credentials and professional 
experience consistent with the mission of the 
organization;  

c. has the authority and autonomy required to 
fulfill the responsibilities of the position, 
including developing and implementing 
institutional plans, staffing the organization, 
identifying, and allocating resources, and 
directing the institution toward attaining the 
goals and objectives set forth in its mission; 

d. has the assistance of qualified administrators, 
sufficient in number, to enable the Chief 
Executive Officer to discharge his/her duties 
effectively; and is responsible for establishing 
procedures for assessing the organization’s 
efficiency and effectiveness; 

 

 SUAGM Bylaws 
 UAGM Bylaws 
 Board of Directors Administrative Handbook 
 Faculty Handbook 
 Board of Directors Commissions Minutes and 

Annual Reports 
o Government Commission   
o Finance Commission   
o Academic and Students Affairs Commission   
o Audit Commission   

 SUAGM, and UAGM-CC Organizational Charts 
 Credentials of key leaders 
 Job descriptions 
 Administrative Staff Handbook 
 Students Handbook 
 University Board/Academic Senate Annual 

Report 
 Academic Board/Administrative Council Annual 

Report 
 Board of Directors assessment results 
 Performance Evaluation Policy (02-2020) 
 Recruitment Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 

4. An administration possessing or demonstrating: 
a. an organizational structure that is clearly 

documented and that clearly defines reporting 
relationships; 

b. an appropriate size and with relevant 
experience to assist the Chief Executive Officer 
in fulfilling his/her roles and responsibilities; 

c. members with credentials and professional 
experience consistent with the mission of the 
organization and their functional roles; 

d. skills, time, assistance, technology, and 
information systems expertise required to 
perform their duties; 

e. regular engagement with faculty and students 
in advancing the institution’s goals and 
objectives; 

 SUAGM Bylaws 
 UAGM Bylaws 
 Board of Directors Administrative Handbook 
 Faculty Handbook 
 Board of Directors Commissions Minutes and 

Annual Reports 
o Government Commission   
o Finance Commission   
o Academic and Students Affairs Commission   
o Audit Commission   

 SUAGM, and UAGM-CC Organizational Charts 
 Credentials of key leaders 
 Job descriptions 
 Administrative Staff Handbook 
 Students Handbook 
 University Board/Academic Senate Annual 

Report 
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f. systematic procedures for evaluating 
administrative units and for using assessment 
data to enhance operations; and 

 Academic Board/Administrative Council Annual 
Report 

 Board of Directors assessment results 
 Performance Evaluation Policy (02-2020) 
 Recruitment Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 
 UAGM-CC Institutional assessment plan and 

reports 
5. Periodic assessment of the effectiveness of 

governance, leadership, and administration. 
 

 SUAGM Bylaws 
 UAGM Bylaws 
 Board of Directors Administrative Handbook 
 Faculty Handbook 
 Board of Directors Commissions Minutes and 

Annual Reports 
o Government Commission   
o Finance Commission   
o Academic and Students Affairs Commission   
o Audit Commission   

 SUAGM, and UAGM-CC Organizational Charts 
 Credentials of key leaders 
 Job descriptions 
 Administrative Staff Handbook 
 Students Handbook 
 University Board/Academic Senate Annual 

Report 
 Academic Board/Administrative Council Annual 

Report 
 Board of Directors assessment results 
 Performance Evaluation Policy (02-2020) 
 Recruitment Policy (RH-09-2019-003) 

Standard criteria cited from: MSCHE Standards of Accreditation and Requirements of Affiliation, Thirteenth Edition 
(2015) 

 

13. Appendices  

Appendix 1 – Standard I: Mission and Goals Research Questions and Evidence Alignment 
Template 
 
Appendix 2 – Workgroups Detailed Chapter Template  

Appendix 3 – Meeting Notes and Attendance Template  

Appendix 4 – Workgroup Monthly Report Template 

Appendix 5 – Evidence Inventory Database Sample 
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